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INTRODUCTION 
Any needed justification for choosing so prominent 
a writer as Virginia Woolf for a thesis subject resides 
in the conviction that generally the treatment accorded 
her by various critics has been neither adequate nor 
unbiased even when there is evident insight into her aims 
and genius. Too often, one believes, these critics have 
stressed merely the new technique and method she developed 
rather than her presentation of life, which is after all 
her motivating purpose, or they have over-emphasized her 
dependence on other contemporary writers. 
One of the most comprehensive studies of Virginia 
Woolf and her works is that by Floris Delattre, who, 
standing as somewhat of an exception to such criticism, 
more nearly comprehends than any of the others her apti-
tude and aspirations. His Le Roman Psychologigue de 
Virginia Woolf, which appeared in 1932, is greatly con-
cerned with the life of Virginia Woolf as well as the 
literary and social influences which did much to mold her 
artistic personality. He summarizes the feminist movement 
in England, and places Virginia Woolf in a group with 
Katherine Mansfield and Dorothy Richardson. Using both 
her crltical evaluations and samples of her creatlve 
wrlting as his basls, he sets forth the influence on her 
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work of Proust, Joyoe, Bergson, and the various Russian 
writers. An evaluation of those of her novels whioh had 
appeared by 1932 follows, and Delattre oloses his study 
wi th a brief summary of Virginia Wo,olf's teohnique and 
style. 
Although his main interest appears to be studying 
Virginia Woolf in relation to the oontemporary literary 
soene, M. Delattre's evaluation of her novels shows 
unusual sensitivity to the oharaoter relationships and 
meditative themes whioh Virginia Woolf presents, for he 
stresses her interest in the psyohologioal experienoes 
of her oharaoters. Naturally her last two books are not 
inoluded, but his interpretations of her earlier works 
surely would seem to oall for a more thorough examination 
of the real oontent of Virginia Woolf's novels. 
In the same year Joseph Beaoh's The Twentieth Century 
Novel appeared, a work of tremendous soope, to be sure, 
but rather laoking in disoernment so far as Virginia Woolf 
is oonoerned. At times too prone to generalization, Beaoh 
seems to regard Virginia Woolf merely as a parasite upon 
the teohnique and method of James Joyoe, not reoognizing 
the intrinsio value of her novels: 
There are many fundamental points of likeness 
ot her intention and teohnique to Joyoe's, 
espeoially in~. Dalloway (1925) ••••• The 
artistio problem is muoh the same for Joyoe 
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and Mrs. Woolf, and in meeting this problem she 
has taken many a leaf out of his book. One of 
the most ourious of her imitations of Joyoe is 
the inoident of the royal automobile in Mrs. 
Dalloway ••••• But the author realizes how narrow 
a range of experienoe is implied in Clarissa 
Dalloway, her family and friends ••••• She needs 
something like the Wandering Rooks episode of 
Ulysses to fill the background of her stage ••••• 
And so, like Joyce, she brings in a special 
section - set off, it is, with breaks in the 
text - starting with the royal cavalcade, car-
ried over into the ingenious invention of the 
airplane, and passing on smoothly from one 
person to another •• Most of these oharacters 
never show their noses again. But they have 
served their purpose of giving to this slice 
of life breadthwise extension in the present 
moment. 
Early in 1937 a lengthy artiole by Herbert Muller 
appeared in the Saturday Review of Literature entitled 
"Virginia Woolf and Feminine Fiction." Although he 
recognizes her "mellowness" and her "exquisite artistry," 
he patronizingly criticizes her so-called lack of vitality; 
"Her characters are all gentle folk, framed in a beautiful 
little picture in a cloistered gallery ••• As creatures of 
shelter, her characters are too delicate to partiCipate 
in a really big or intense drama? ••• Virginia Woolf and 
her sisters contribute little but their incidental refine-
ments of method and manner. ,3 
David Daiches devotes a chapter to Virginia Woolf in 
1. Beach, Joseph, The Twentieth Century Novel, Pp. 428-432. 
2. Muller, Herbert, The Sa.turda! Review of Literature, 
'Virginia Woolf and Feminbe Fiction," Feb. 6, 1937, p. 4, 
NB. Reprinted in Modern Fiction (193). 
3. Ibid., p. 16. 
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The Novel and the Modern World, whlch was publlshed ln 
1939. He feels that "she ls too much of an escaplst, who 
oonslstently refused to lmpllcate herself ln the twentleth 
4 century 'bourgeols' world." Statlng that generally her 
plots and characters are too rare fled, too far removed 
from thls workaday world, he thus dlsmlsses them and 
dwells on an lntrlcate analysls of the technlque of Mrs. 
Dalloway, whlch lnterests hlm merely as a 'plece of con-
structlon,5 rather than as a novel. Such a vlew polnt ls 
all too typlcal of those who have dealt wlth Vlrglnla Woolf. 
Three years later Dalches' book entltled Vlrglnla 
Woolf appeared, whlch revealed conslderably more sympathy 
and lnslght ln the psyohologlcal and philosophlcal aspeots 
of her works. After a summary of Vlrglnla Woolf's llfe, 
he deals wlth each of the novels ln chronologlcal order, 
arranglng them lnto four groups: "The Early Novels," 
lncludlng The Voyage Out and Nlght and Day; "Experlment 
and Transltlon," lncludlng Monday ~ Tuesday; "The Seml-
Transparent Envelope," lncludlng Jacob's Room, Mrs. Dallo-
way and To The Llghthouse; and "Tlme, Change and Personallty," 
lncludlng the varlegated Orlando, The Waves, ~ Years, 
and Between the Acts. A flnal chapter on Vlrglnla Woolf's 
llterary crltlolsm emphaslzes her wlde range of readlng 
and the freshness and eloquence of her dlsousslons. 
4. Dalches, Davld, The Novel and the Modern World, p. 158. 
5. Ibld., p. 173. 
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E. M. Forster selected the works of Virginia Woolf 
as the subject for the Rede Lecture, delivered in the 
Senate House at Cambridge on May 29, 1941. A personal 
friend of Virginia Woolf's, he rather over-stresses the 
fact that she wrote for fun, not for money nor for the 
"sake of Art." He suggests that her whimsical sense of 
humor and her respect for knowledge and wisdom color her 
works, as does her poetic ability, but he questions her 
power to make real her stories and her characters: "She 
dreams, d.esigns, jokes, invokes, observes details, but 
she does not tell a story or weave a plot, and Ca.n she 
create chars.cter? ,,6 
A more recent study of Virginia Woolf is that by 
Joan Bennett, published in 1945, which analyzes her bookS 
according to characters, stories, morals and form. The 
chief oritioism with this book is that the ohapters on 
charaoters and stories seem to deal more with how the 
charaoters are drawn and how the stories are revealed to 
the reader rather than with an evaluation of them as they 
a.ctually are. Then another diffioulty with such a study 
is that it is nearly impossible to analyze each of Virginia 
Woolf's novels and her two books of oriticism in the 
deserved detail and still keep within some 150 pages. 
6. Forster, E. M., Virginia Woolf, p. 21. 
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Between the Acts alone is accorded a separate chapter. 
The flavor of the various novels is accurately imparted, 
but only with the liberal use of long quotations. 
In ~ Novel and !h! World's Dilemma, appearing in 
1947, Edwin Burgum emphasizes, perhaps overemphasizes, 
Virginia Woolf's interest in human contacts and sooial 
responses. Undoubtedly she was concerned with such 
problems and with the fa.ilure of the world to encourage 
more satisfying relationships, but as this is only one 
phase of her philosophy, one wonders whether Mr. Burgum 
is not limiting her range in an effort to oompress her 
neatly into the scheme of his book. Burgum's oonsistent 
references to Lily Briscoe as "Lucy" and to Jacob Flanders 
and his mother as "Sanders" surely would cause the reader 
to question the accuracy of his other appraisals. 
Encouragingly enough, the trend in the various Ameri-
can criticisms does seem to be growing away from a mere 
meohanical analysis of form and teohnique towards a deeper 
interest in the psychological and philosophical implications 
of the novels, wh".oh Delattre emphasized as early as 1932: 
yet it seems to me that all of these studies are more or 
less inadequate, beoause the stories, the character rela-
tions and the meditative themes have been slighted. Any 
real comprehension and appreciation of Virginia Woolf 
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demands a more thorough and inoisive delving into her 
books. It 1s not enough to state the faot that Virginia 
Woolf oonsidered thought more important than action, and 
so dismiss the aotua1 stories she presents; these after 
all afford the reason for each novel. Nor is it oomp1ete1y 
fair to stress too muoh her form and method, sinoe Virginia 
Woolf herself says: 
In any oase it is a mistake to stand 
outside examining "methods." Any method 
is right, every method is right, that 
expresses what we wish to express, if we 
are writers; that brings us closer to the 
novelist's intention if we are readers. 7 
It shall be my purpose, then, to clarify her inten-
tion by bringing into the foreground her stories along 
with the philosophy of life that she wishes to present, 
and at the same time to exhibit as fully as possible her 
style and her method. Thus for this study I have chosen 
three of Virginia Woolf's books: Jacob's Room (1923), 
Mrs. Da110way (1925), and To The Lighthouse (1927); the 
first because in thought and technique it is introductory 
to the later books, and the other two because to me they 
not only represent the apex of her literary efforts, but 
also deserve a permanent place with the best of contemporary 
writings. 
First of all I shall seek to summarize the background 
of Virginia Woolf, including her own expressed aim in 
7. Woolf, Virginia, The Common Reader, p. 215. 
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writing as it is oarried out in all of her novels. Then 
a more detailed analysis of the psyohology, the oharacters 
and the plot of the three chosen books will follow in a 
further effort to evaluate the effectiveness of her 
presentation of life itself. Next will come a discussion 
of the philosophy and values reflected throughout her 
novels, and finally a study of her uniquely developed 
style which is necessary for thoroughly revealing Virginia 
Woolf, the writer. 
- 9 -
BACKGROUND 
The family life and home setting of Virginia Woolf 
are manifested in various ways throughout her novels. 
Her outspoken respect for intelligence and scholarship, 
her general pre-occupation with the higher class of English 
society, and above all her fascination with the problems 
of life and death are but revelations of her own inner 
1 being. 
Virginia Woolf's life was that of an upper middle 
class Englishwoman of the intelligentsia. She was born 
in 1882, the daughter of Sir Leslie Stephen, who was 
extremely well known in his day as an author, editor and 
biographer. His agnosticism prevented him from receiving 
a professorship at Cambridge and he thus settled down to 
a life of writing. He published over thirty volumes, of 
which perhaps the best known are his History of English 
Thought in the Eighteenth Century in two volumes, and 
The Dictionary of National Biography which he planned and 
edited, and to which he contributed 320 articles. 
1. Biographical material concerning Virginia Woolf is pre-
sented by David Daiches in Virginia Woolf and by Floris 
Delattre in Le Roman Psychologigue de Virginia Woolf, 
Both of whicn-have already been dIscussed!' virtually 
the same data are available in Terence Ho liday's 
Introduction to the Modern Library edition of To The 
Lighthouse and in Kunitz' and Haycraft's TwentIet~ 
Century Authors. From these sources I shall take 
those facts which are of interest to the study of 
Virginia Woolf's fiction. 
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Born into a large family, Virginia was the third 
child of her father's second marriage. Leslie Stephen's 
first wife, the daughter of Thackeray, died after giving 
birth to her only child. A few years later, Stephen 
married the charming and beautiful Mrs. Julia Prinsep 
Duckworth who bore him four children: Vanessa, Julian, 
Virginia and Adrian. As the second Mrs. Stephen had 
children by her former marriage, Virginia was brought up 
in the midst of a large family, without the formal restric-
tions of education and training that were usual in the 
late Victorian era. Her comprehensive though informal 
education largely consisted in her use of and devotion to 
her father's huge library which included the widest range 
of classical and contemporary works. As a complementary 
addition to her educational background, she also became 
quite intimately acquainted with the leading literary 
figures of England at that time through contacts with 
them in her father's home. 
Following the death of their parents and the marriage 
of Vanessa, Virginia and her brother Adrian bought a home 
together in 1907, and it was here that the literary 
"Bloomsbury Group" had its beginning in the frequent 
gathering together of such people as Charles Tennyson, 
Katherine Mansfield, Lytton Strachey, Desmond Macarthy 
and Clive Bell. During these early years Virginia began 
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her career as a 11terary crit1c and became a reviewer 
for the London Times Literary Supplement. Her essays 
also were w1dely pub11shed in both Br1t1sh and Amer10an 
magaz1nes. 
At the age of 30, she marr1ed Leonard Woolf, a 
Cambr1dge graduate who had returned to London after 
serving for some years 1n the Brit1sh C1v11 Serv1ce of 
Ceylon. Although his pr1mary act1v1ties have been con-
cerned w1th l1terary work, both wr1t1ng and publishing, 
h1s var1ed other 1nterests have included econom1cs, the 
labor movement, and pol1t1cs. 
The Woolfs founded the Hogarth Press 1n 1917, begin-
n1ng modestly w1th hand set pamphlets and work1ng up 1nto 
a large and suooessful company wh1ch eventually publ1shed 
V1rg1n1a Woolf's own novels. Although both of them were 
busy w1th th1s joint enterpr1se as well as the1r own 
wr1tings, they st111 found t1me for the 1nformal meet1ngs 
w1th the1r fr1ends. W11l1am Plomer descr1bes V1rg1n1a 
Woolf at such a gather1ng: 
It was therefore not surpr1s1ng to see her, 
at one t1me and another, 1n that upper room 
1n Tav1stock Square, happy 1n the company of, 
for example, Lytton Straohey, Lowes D1ck1nson, 
Roger Fry, E. M. Forster, T. S. Eliot, Stephen 
Spender, El1zabeth Bowen, or Rosamund Lehmann. 
She had a great gift for making the young and 
obscure feel that they were of great value too; 
she adm1red phys10al as well as 1ntellectual 
beauty; she could charm away d1ff1dence; and 
she could be notably sympathetic w1th young 
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women, particularly young women from Cam-
bridge. A strong sense of the proper 
functions of literature and the importance 
of taste gave her a proper pride (derived 
doubtless in part from her literary father 
and background) in her own gifts, but she 
was absolutely without arrogance. 2 
Dissatisfied with mere critical work, Virginia Woolf 
next moved into the field of fiction, where her pre-
occupation with the inner feelings and with sensation 
rather than ideas could be more readily emphasized. Her 
first novel, The Voyage Out, was published in 1915. This 
story is concerned with a young girl, Rachel Vinrace, who 
accompanies her aunt and uncle on a trip to Santa Marina, 
falls in love, but dies of a tropical fever. In 1919 
Virginia Woolf's second novel, Night and Day, appeared. 
Again the central oharacter is a young woman, Katharine 
Hilbery, but this time, perhaps following Virginia Woolf's 
own pattern, the heroine is much more intellectual, poised 
and experienced. Engaged to one young man, she falls in 
love with another, Ralph Denham, and eventually plans to 
marry him. 
These few facts about the plots fail entirely to 
oonvey the essence of the novels, which is concerned with 
the vital human experiences of love, happiness, loneliness 
and death. Virginia Woolf even in these traditional 
novels seems much more interested in speculation, as she 
2. Daiches, DaVid, Virginia Woolf, p. 6. 
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ties in the past with the present, and as she pictures 
the reactions ot characters to each other rather than in 
methodically moving from an introduction to a climax and 
on to a conclusion. 
In her ettort to tind a better medium for her stories, 
she published in 1920 a group of eight sketches entitled 
Monday Q£ Tuesday. These are more stylistic exercises 
than short stories, tor she tries to convey moods, im-
pressions and atmosphere in a sort ot tlowing, melodic 
prose. 
Virginia Woolt's "Essay on Modern Fiction," which 
appeared as a part of her first book ot literary criticism, 
The Common Reader, in 1925, sheds light on her aim in 
writing and on her struggle for selt-expression. In a 
discussion ot the works of Wells, Bennett and Galsworthy, 
she concludes that the label of materialism is applicable 
to them, "That they write ot unimportant things, that they 
spend immense skill and immense industry making the trivial 
and the transitory appear the true and the enduring. 13 
Such an outlook, according to Virginia Woolt, is 
quite artiticial, tor it presents such a biased view ot 
lite that lite itselt escapes. "Whether we call it lite 
or spirit, truth or reality, this, the essential thing, 
has moved ott, or on. 14 She criticizes the modern novelists, 
3. Woolf, Virginia, The Common Reader, p. 210. 
4. Ibid., p. 212. 
herself included, who follow these neat, conventional 
means of expression which fail entirely to present life 
as it is, full of complexity and irrationality: 
We go on perseveringly, conscientiously, 
constructing our two and thirty chapters 
after a design which more and more ceases 
to resemble the vision in our minds ••• 
But sometimes, more and more often as time 
goes by, we suspect a momentary doubt, a 
spasm of rebellion, as the pages fill them-
selves in the customary way. Is life like 
this? Must novels be like this? 
Look within and life, it seems, is very 
tar trom being 'like this. I Examine for 
a moment an ordinary mind on an ordinary 
day. The mind receives a myriad impres-
sions - trivial, tantastic, or engraved 
with the sharpness of steel. From all 
sides they come, an incessant shower ot 
innumerable atoms ••••• Lite is not a series 
ot gig lamps symetrically arranged, but a 
luminous halo, a semi-transparent envelope 
surrounding us from the beginning ot con-
sciousness to the end. Is it not the 
task ot the novelist to convey this vary-
ing, this unknown and uncircumscribed spirit, 
whatever aberration or complexity it may 
display, with as little mixture of the 
alien and external as possible?5 
Her determination is, then, to present the inner 
lite rather than the outer, the psychological rather than 
the materialistic reality, and by recognizing the impor-
tance of all experience and contact, to help penetrate 
the "luminous halo": "Let us record the atoms as they 
tall upon the mind in the order in which they fall, let 
5. Woolt, Virginia, The Common Reader, p. 212-213. 
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us trace the patte.rn, however disconnected and incoherent 
in appearance, which each sight or incident scores upon 
the consciousness. ,6 She stresses the fact that there 
is no set subject matter that must or must not be included 
in a novel, for 'everything is the proper stuff of fiction, 
every feeling, every thought, every quality of brain and 
spirit is drawn upon. ,7 To be discarded, then, was the 
traditional pattern of The Voyage Out and Night ~ Day 
in favor of the expressionistic presentation of Jacob's 
Room and her later novels. Of course, Virginia Woolf 
does follow some policy of selection, for her very desire 
to set down the essence of experience necessitates an 
order and discipline. As she states in Jacob's Room, 
"The observer is choked with observations ••• The diffi-
8 culty remains - one has to choose." 
In 1922 Jacob's Room appeared, the first of her 
novels to make use of her more fluid and expressive 
manner of presentation: 
There is no attempt here to preserve the 
firm outlines of chronological events; 
experience is broken down into a series 
of rapidly dissolving impressions which 
merge into one another but which are kept 
from complete dissolution by the meditative 
eye of the author, who keeps the flux of 
6. Ibid., p. 212. 
7. Ibid., p. 213. 
8. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's ~, p. 113. 
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things oonstantly in sight, and preserves 
her own oharaoter suffioiently to be able 
to oomment intermittently on the intangi-
ble nature of her subject. 9 
More oarefully bound together and muoh more effective 
is ~. Dalloway, whioh appeared in 1925. This book and 
~~ Lighthouse whioh followed it in 1927 will be dis-
oussed in detail later. Suffioe it to say that in these 
novels Virginia Woolf seems to have disoovered what was 
for her the most satisfactory medium for setting forth 
her stories and her meditations. 
A oomplete change oan be noted in the fanciful, 
whimsioal Orlando, (1928), whioh has been interpreted by 
David Daiches and Floris Delattre as the story of Virginia 
Woolfls friend, Victoria Sackville-West. On the other 
hand, Joseph Beaoh suggests that while it is possible to 
regard OrlandO as a history of English literature, he is 
.inclined to oonsider it a study in multiple personality •• 10 
The story is the biography of the title person during 
a period of some 350 years, during which time Orlando be-
comes a woman. Regardless of his real ocoupation at the 
time, Orlando always secretly desires to be an author, and 
writes in the varying styles of each generation. Written 
in a light vein, the story is mainly memorable for its 
9. Daiches, David, Virginia Woolf, p. 55. 
10. Beach, Joseph, ~. Cit., p. 491. 
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beautiful desoriptive passages. 
Virginia Woolf's most severely disoiplined work is 
The Waves, which was published in 1931. This book is 
made up of a series of monologues of six oharacters, Susan, 
Jinny, Rhoda, Louis, Neville and Bernard, who are followed 
as they think about themselves and each other from child-
hood until middle age. A seventh oharaoter, Peroival, 
never directly introduoed, is seen only through the 
thoughts of the original six. Suoh formal, artifioial 
presentation is somewhat reminisoent of drama in whioh 
eaoh charaoter oomes forward alone and speaks his pieoe, 
and is perhaps too stilted to be espeoially rewarding. 
The Years, published in 1937, is the story of the 
Pargiter family from 1880 to 1930; the novel begins with 
the illness and death of Mrs. Pargiter, and ends with a 
party given by Delia, one of the Pargiter children. 
While the book is more traditional as concerns plot, 
report of oonversations, and insight into the minds of 
the oharacters, Virginia Woolf retains her lyrioal prose, 
her delicate and whimsioal touoh in this novel whioh 
traoes the postwar deterioration of England as well as 
that of the Pargiters. 
Her last novel, Between the A21!, was published 
posthumously in 1941. Again the aotion takes plaoe in 
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one day and is concerned with a group of people in rural 
England who are giving their annual pageant. The play 
portrays the development of England from its early days 
to the present time. The shadow of the coming war, the 
general lack of understanding of the audience concerning 
the play, the petty cares of the individuals all combine 
to give an impression of frustration and of incompletion. 
Apparently this very feeling of frustration and of 
despair was an integral part of Virginia Woo1f l s own 
experience, for her life ended by suicide in April, 1941. 
Her husband revealed that she had suffered periods of 
severe depression, and was constantly haunted by the fear 
that she might endure another mental breakdown such as 
one she had experienced during the first World War. Be-
fore she walked down and into the River Ouse, she wrote 
to her husband: "I feel certain that I am going mad again. 
I feel we can't go through another of those terrible times. 
And I shan't recover this time. "11 
Quite possibly she was depressingly influenced by 
the tragic example of her very dear friend Roger Fry's 
wife, who became insane and spent the last 27 years of 
her life in a mental institution. At any rate the themes 
11. Daiches, David, Virginia Woolf. p. 201. 
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of death, of loss of vitality and of suicide occur again 
and again in her books. Mrs. Dalloway herself, having 
recovered from a long illness, can hardly decide whether 
life is worth the necessary effort, and is tremendously 
moved by the suicide of the young war-crazed Septimus 
Smith. Rachael Vinrace dies after an illness, Jacob 
Flanders is killed in the war as is Andrew Ramsay, and Mrs. 
Ramsay dies quite unexpectedly. The secret anticipation 
of recurrent madness, the horrors of the war, along with 
a despair as to the v8,lue of life and a fear of the 
terrors of living - all these combined to bring about 
Virginia Woolf's suicide. 
Thus Virginia Woolf's books seem to have been written 
in an effort to reveal her vision of life and generally 
reflect her preoccupation with certain recurring themes. 
These would include the momentous problems of life, love 
and death, the conflict between generations, and the 
relationship of the individual to himself, to others, and 
to the ohanging life of England. While current experiences 
are often interpreted in the light of the past, there is 
very rarely left an impression of hope or of vision into 
the future. The more detailed studies of Jacob's H£2m, 
Mrs. Dalloway, 8.nd To The Lighthouse will endeavor to 
point out the flow of the plot and the relationships of 
the characters, while the chapter on Virginia Woolf's 
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philosophy will trace these repeated themes. 
JACOB'S ROOM 
Struck with Virginia Woolf's new approach, David 
Daiches says: "It would be possible, but scarcely profit-
able, to analyse the 'plot' of Jacob's Room. The book 
was written for the sake of the impressions, of the fluid 
rendering of experience - one might say for the sake of 
style."l Admitting that the plot is very loosely con-
structed, such a statement seems to be lacking in 
discernment. To say that Virginia Woolf wrote a book for 
the sake of style would be to horrify Virginia Woolf, for 
she herself says: "The more successful the method, the 
less it attracts attention. The reader it is to be hoped 
will not give a thought to the book's method or to the 
book's lack of method. He is concerned only with the 
effect of the book as a whole on his mind. p2 
True enough, the effect of Jacob's Room as a whole 
is somewhat startling. As E. M. Forster states, "The 
improbable has occurred; a method essentially poetic and 
apparently trifling has been applied to fiction. p3 The 
book is a series of episodes, conversations and essays, 
1. Daiches, David, ~. cit., p.Sl. 
2. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, Introduction, p. viii 
3. Forster, E. M., Virginia Woolf, p. 14. 
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all bound around the oentral figure of Jaoob Flanders, 
as seen by his mother, his friends and his sweethearts, 
from his ohildhood through sohool days until his death 
in the war. Instead of the usual descriptions of his 
appearance, his thoughts, and his .character", the reader 
must fashion Jacob through the impression he makes on the 
other characters and through his reactions to them. 
Virginia Woolf's feeling that life is made up of "an 
inoessant shower of innumerable atoms" rather than a 
oarefully planned set of events in logioal sequence is 
demonstrated by the disregard for traditional plot 
development and by the variety of rather disconnected 
soenes of varying length. 
The book rather casually opens with Betty Flanders 
living in Cornwall with her three young sons, Archer, 
Jacob and baby John. In writing to her friend, Captain 
Barfoot, her letters reflect her sadness: 
Such were Betty Flanders's letters to 
Captain Barfoot - many paged, tear stained. 
Scarborough is seven hundred miles from 
Cornwall; Captain Barfoot is in Scar-
borough; Seabrook is dead. Tears made 
all the dahlias in her garden undulate 
in red waves and flashed the glass house 
in her eyes, and spangled the kitchen 
with bright knives, and made Mrs.Jarvis, 
the reotor's Wife, think at church, while 
the hymn-tune played and Mrs. Flanders 
bent low over her little boys' heads, 
that marriage is a fortress and widows 
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stray solitary in the open fields, 
pioking up stones, gleaning a few golden 
straws, lonely, unproteoted, poor creatures. 
Mrs. Flanders had been a widow these two 
years. 4 
Indeed Betty Flanders does feel the weight of her 
duties. The fear of the coming storm, "the agitation and 
vitality of nature stirred Betty Flanders and made her 
think of responsibility and danger. n5 She never oon-
siders marrying again, although she does receive a 
proposal from the Rev. Mr. Floyd, who kindly teaches the 
boys Latin in his spare time. But her note of refusal 
was "suoh a motherly, respectful, inconsequent, regretful 
6 
letter that he kept it for many years." 
Captain Barfoot through the years remains a loyal 
friend, always making his regular Wednesday afternoon 
visit, as he had for some twenty years, in spite of his 
invalid wife. With him Betty acted "as if she were very 
oonfident, very fond of the Captain, and a great many 
years younger than he was. Indeed in her blue apron she 
did not look more than 35. He was well over 50 •• 7 
During these early years Jaoob is seen merely as a 
busy little boy, hunting for orabs, finding a oow's skull, 
sleeping exhaustedly. Only glimpses of him are given, 
4. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's ~, p. 4-5. 
5. P. 11. 
6. P. 29. 
7. P. 42. 
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not especially distinguishing him from his brothers, so 
that the reader has a conventional impression of a normal, 
happy childhood. Rather independent in his ways, he 
often becomes fascinated with butterflies, badgers or 
whatever his current interest may be, so that he is late 
getting home, "the only one of her sons," according to 
a 
Betty, "who never obeyed her." Rather leisurely and 
pleasantly his boyhood passes until "Jacob Flanders, 
therefore, went up to Cambridge in October, 1906."9 
On his way to Cambridge, he is covertly watched by 
Mrs. Norman, who although she is fifty years old, and the 
mother of a grown son, is rather fearful of "being shut 
10 up alone, in a railway carriage, with a young man." 
Her observation of him is typical of the way Jacob is 
presented to the reader and of the way Virginia Woolf 
dismisses any attempt to sum up another individual: 
Taking note of socks (loose), of tie 
(shabby), she once more reached his 
face. She dwelt upon his mouth. The 
lips were shut. The eyes bent down, 
since he was reading. All was firm, 
yet youthful, indifferent, unconscious -
as for knocking one down} No, no, no} 
She looked out of the window, smiling 
slightly now, and then came back 
again, for he didn't notice her. Grave, 
unconscious •• now he looked up, past her ••• 
he seemed so out of place, somehow, 
alone with an elderly lady ••• then he 
8. P. 32. 
9. P. 43. 
10. P. 44. 
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fixed his eyes - which were blue -
on the landscape. He had not realized 
her presence, she thought. Yet it was 
none of her fault that this was not a 
smoking carriage - if that was what he 
meant. 
Nobody sees anyone as he is, let alone 
an elderly lady sitting opposite a 
strange young man in a railway carriage. 
They see a whole - they see all sorts 
of things - they see themselves ••••• 
But since, even at her age, she noted 
his indifference, presumably he was in 
some way or other - to her at least -
nice, handsome, interesting, dis-
tinguished, well built, like her own 
boy' One must do the best one can with 
her report. Anyhow, this was Jaoob 
Flanders, aged nineteen. It is no use 
trying to sum people up. One must follow 
hints, not exactly what is said, nor yet 
entirely what is done - for instanoe, 
when the train drew into the station, 
Mr. Flanders burst open the door, and 
put the lady's dressing-case out for 
her, saying, or rather mumbling: "Let 
me" very shyly: indeed he was rather 
olumsy about it. ll 
A glimpse of Jaoob in chapel, pondering on why women 
are admitted to the services, winking solemnly at his 
friend Timmy Durrant, is followed by a rather painful 
meal at the home of Professor Plumer. Youthfully 
superior and impudent, he celebrates his esoape with the 
comment "Bloody beastly", "summing up his discomfort at 
the world shown him at lunchtime, a world capable of 
existing - there was no doubt about that - but so unneces-
sary, such a thing to believe in - Shaw, Wells and the 
11. P. 45-46. 
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serious sixpenny weeklies! What were they after, scrub-
bing and demolishing, these elderly people? Had they 
never read Homer, Shakespeare, the Elizabethans?n12 
The lyricism mixed with narrative characteristic of 
Virginia Woolf's writing is shown by a section concerning 
Jacob's night studies which is introduced by this near-
poetry: 
The feathery white moon never let the sky 
grow dark; all night the chestnut blossoms 
were white in the green; dim was the cow-
parsley 1n the meadows. 13 
In the same delicate vein 1s her descript10n of "the 
spr1ngy air of May, the elast1c air with its particles -
chestnut bloom, pollen, whatever it is that gives the 
May air its potency,blurring the trees, gumming the buds, 
daubing the green. n14 
A feeling of well being, of complacency seems to 
exude from Jacob during these college days. In the in-
tense, delightful, endless sessions which always take 
place between earnest students, he is frequently an active 
participant: 
"Well you seem to have studied the sub-
ject,' said Jacob, rising and standing 
over Simeon's chair. He balanced himself: 
he swayed a little. He appeared extra-
12. P. 54. 
13. P. 59. 
14. P. 56. 
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ordinarily happy, as if his pleasure 
would brim and spill down the sides 
if Simeon spoke. 
Simeon said nothing. Jacob remained 
standing. But intimacy - the room was 
full of it, still, deep, like a pool. 
Without need of movement or speech it 
rose softly and washed over everything, 
mollifying, kindling, and coating the 
mind with the lustre of a pearl, so 
that if you talk of a light, of Cam-
bridge burning, it's not languages only. 
It's Julian the Apostate. 15 
The object of Jacob's young, most innocent love is 
introduced at a dinner party given for Jacob and Timmy by 
Mrs. Durrant: 
nOh, Clara, Clara}" exclaimed Mrs. Durrant, 
and Timothy Durrant adding, "Clara, Clara." 
Jacob named the shape in yellow gauze 
Timothy's sister, Clara. The girl sat 
smiling and flushed. With her brother's 
dark eyes~ she was vaguer and softer than 
he was. ~o 
During his brief visit, however, romance has little chance 
to thrive and his last conversation with Clara at this 
time ends "not with a bang but a whimper": 
"I have enjoyed myself," said Jacob, 
looking down the green house. 
"Yes, it's been delightful," she said 
vaguely. 
nOh, Miss Durrant," he said, taking the 
basket of grapes; but she walked past 
him towards the door of the greenhouse. 
"You're too good - too good," she 
thought, thinking of Jacob, thinking 
that he must not say that he love. her. 
No, no, no. 
15. P. 73. 
16. P. 93. 
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The ohildren were whirling past the door, 
throwing things high into the air. 
"Little demons]" she cried. "What have 
they got?" she asked Jaoob. 
"Onions, I think," said Jacob. He looked 
at them without moving. 17 
Nevertheless Clara thinks of h1m often, faithfully 
remembering him in her diary, soulfully pouring out her 
heart while ironioally at the same moment Jacob and his 
friends are laughing at indecent stories: 
"I like Jaoob Flanders," wrote Clara 
Durrant in her diary. "He 1s so un-
worldly. He gives himself no airs, 
and one oan say what one likes to him, 
though he's frightening beoause ••• " 
But Mr. Letts allows little space in 
his shilling diaries. Clara was not 
the one to enoroach upon Wednesday. 
Humblest, most oandid of womenJ "No, 
no, no," she sighed, standing at the 
greenhouse door, "don't break - don't 
spoil" - what? Something infinitely 
wonderful. But then, this 1s only a 
young woman's language, one, too, who 
loves, or refrains from loving. She 
wished the moment to continue for ever 
precisely as it was that July morning. 
And moments don't. Now, for instance, 
Jacob was telling a story about some 
walking tour he'd taken, and the inn 
was called "The Foaming Pot," which, 
considering the landlady's name ••• They 
shouted with laughter. The joke was 
indecent. 18 
A good deal of Jacob's time in London, where he has 
rooms, is taken up with Florinda, a gem of doubtful purity, 
"who talked more about virginity than women mostly do; and 
17. P. 102. 
18. P. 17. 
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had lost it only the night before, or cherished it beyond 
the heart in her breast, according to the man she talked 
to. R19 Jacob believes in her chastity,: "Wild and frail 
and beautiful she looked, and thus the women of the 
Greeks were, Jacob thought; and this was life; and himself 
a man and Florinda chaste. H20 His gift to her of Shelley's 
works, however, proves rather a flop, and it "did oocur 
to Jacob, halfway through dinner, to wonder whether she 
had a mind. ,,21 
Jacob's affair with Florinda is also presented from 
his mother's viewpoint. She has written a letter to him, 
typical of the letters full of inconsequential small talk 
which "mothers down at Scarborough scribble over the fire 
with their feet on the fender, when teats cleared away, 
and can never, never say, whatever it may be - probably 
this - Don't go with bad women, do be a good boy; 
your thick shirts; and come back, come back, come 
me. ,,22 Her letter lies ignored on the hall table 
Jacob and Florinda enter the bedroom: 
But it the pale blue envelope lying by 
the biscuit-box had the feelings ot a 
mother, the heart was torn by the little 
creak, the sudden stir. Behind the door 
was the obsoene thing, the alarming presence, 
19. P. 18. 
20. P. 19. 
21. P. 20. 
22. P. 151. 
wear 
back to 
as 
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and terror would come over her as at 
death, or the birth of a child. Better, 
perhaps, burst in and face it than sit 
in the antechamber listening to the 
little creak, the sudden stir, for her 
heart was swollen, and pain threaded it. 
My son, my son - such would be her cry, 
uttered to hide her vision of him 
stretched with Florinda, inexcusable, 
irrational, in a woman with three children 
living at Soarborough. And the fault lay 
with Florinda. Indeed, when the door 
opened and the couple came out, Mrs. 
Flanders would have flounced upon her -
only it was Jacob who came first, in his 
dressing-gown, amiable, authoritative, 
beautifully healthy, like a baby after 
an airing, with an eye clear as running 
water. Florinda followed, lazily 
stretching; yawning a little, arranging 
her hair at the looking-glass - while 
Jacob read his mother's letter. 23. 
His feeling for Florinda suffers a sudden shock, 
however, for just as he is philosophizing that "these 
little prostitutes, staring in the fire, taking out a 
powder-puff, decorating lips at an inch of looking-glass, 
have (so Jacob thought) an inviolable fidelity,.24 he 
sees her walking along the street holding onto another 
man's arm: 
It was as if a stone were ground to dust; 
as if white sparks flew from a livid whet-
stone, whioh was his spine; as if the 
SWitchback railway, having swooped to the 
depths, fell, fell, fell. This was in his 
faoe. 
Whether we know what was in his mind is 
another question. Granted ten years' 
23. P. 153-154. 
24. P. 158 
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seniority and a differenoe of sex, fear' 
of him comes first; this is swallowed up 
by a desire to help - overwhelming sense, 
reason, and the time of night; anger 
would follow close on that - with Florinda, 
with destiny; and then up would bubble an 
irresponsible optimism. "Surely there's 
light enough in the street at this moment 
to drown all our oares in gold!" Ah, 
what's the use of saying it? Even while 
you speak and look over your shoulder 
towards Shaftesbury Avenue, destiny is 
chipping a dent in him. He has turned 
to go. 25. 
And indeed he seems remarkably unscarred from this 
disillusioning experience. Shortly after this and from 
Mrs. Papworth, cook, washwoman, general house cleaner, the 
reader hears rather than sees "Mr. Sanders", as she 
mistakenly calls him, engaged in heated discussion with 
Richard Bonamy, with his usual exuberanoe and determi-
nation: 
As she held the plates under water and 
then dealt them on the pile beneath the 
hissing gas, she listened: heard Sanders 
speaking in a loud rather overbearing 
tone of voice: "good" he said, a.nd "ab-
solute" and "justice" and "punishment," 
and "the will of the majority." Then her 
gentleman piped up; she backed him for 
argument against Sanders; Yet Sanders 
was a fine young fellow ••••• Putting the 
plates ~n the rack she heard once more 
Sanders at it again ("He don't give 
Bonamy a ohance," she thought). "Objective 
something," said BonamYi and "common 
ground" and something else - all very 
long words, she noted. "Book learning 
does it," she thought to herself ••••• 
"Tomorrow's breakfast, sir," she said, 
25. P. 158-159 
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opening the d.oor; and there were Sanders 
and Bonamy like two bulls of Bashan 
driving each other up and down, making 
such a racket, and all them chairs in the 
way. They never noticed her. She felt 
motherly towards them. "Your breakfast, 
sir," she said, as they oame near. And 
Bonamy, all his hair touzled and his tie 
flying, broke off, and pushed Sanders into 
the arm-chair, and said Mr. Sanders had 
smashed the coffee-pot and he was teaohing 
Mr. Sanders - Sure enough, the coffee-pot 
lay broken on the hearthrug. 26. 
This gaiety of spirit, this zest for living seems 
generally to accompany Jacob, so that even the oommon-
plaoe and ordinary take on a special glow. His youth, 
his oonfidence in himself and in his friends all con-
tribute to his oontented mood: 
The magnifioent world - the live, sane, 
vigorous world ••• These words refer to 
the stretch of wood pavement between 
Hammersmith and Holborn in January 
between two and three in the morning. 
That was the ground beneath Jacob's 
feet. It was healthy and magnificent 
because one's room, above a mews, some-
where near the river, contained fifty 
excited, talkative, friendly people. 
And then to stride over the pavement 
(there was scarcely a oab or policeman 
in sight) is of itself exhilarating. 
The long loop of Piccadilly, diamond-
stitohed, shows to best advantage when 
it is empty. A young man has nothing 
to fear. On the contrary, though he 
may not have said anytblng brilliant, 
he feels pretty confident he oan hold 
his own. He was pleased to have met 
Mangin; he admired the young woman on 
the floorj he liked them all; he liked 
26. P. 169-170-171. 
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that sort of thing. In short, all the 
drums and trumpets were sounding. The 
street scavengers were the only people 
about at the moment. It is scarcely 
necessary to say how well-disposed Jacob 
felt towards them; how it pleased him to 
let himself in with his latch-key at his 
own door; how he seemed to bring back 
with him into the empty room ten or 
eleven people whom he had not known when 
he set out; how he looked about for some-
thing to read, and found it, and never 
read it, and fell asleep. 27. 
Another young woman, Fanny Elmer, comes into Jacob's 
life simply by passing under his window as he plays chess. 
Later she is introduced to him by Nick Branham, the artist 
for whom she models. With romance glowing in her soul, 
she overlooks Jacob's awkwardness in favor of his beautiful 
voice, and just that suddenly falls in love with him: 
She thought how little he said yet how 
firm it was. She thought how young men 
are dignified and aloof, and how uncon-
scious they are, and how quietly one 
might sit beside Jacob and look at him. 
And how childlike he would be, come in 
tired of an evening, she thought, and 
how majestic; a little overbearing per-
haps; "But I wouldn't give way," she 
thought ••• Her screwed-up black glove 
dropped to the floor. When Jacob gave 
it to her, she started angrily. For 
never was there a more irrational passion. 
And Jacob was afraid of her for a moment -
so violent, so dangerous is it when young 
women stand rigid; grasp the barrier; fall 
in love. 28 
27. P. 188-189. 
28. P. 198-200. 
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Extremely sentimental, Fanny's love colors her whole 
existence. She imagines the little children in the park 
to be hers, she wonders at the joy of the singing thrush. 
For Jacob's sake she buys a copy of Tom Jones: "For this 
dull stuff (Fanny thought) about people with odd names is 
what Jacob likes. Good people like it. Dowdy women who 
don't mind how they cross their legs read Tom Jones - a 
29 
mystic book." However, even her rather misleading 
statement PI do like Tom Jones p30 does not induce Jacob to 
reciprocate her affection. On the contrary, he plans to 
leave Fanny and London to take a trip to Greece, "For, he 
said, there is nothing so detestable as London in May.Q31 
Fanny thought it all came from Tom Jones. 
He could go alone with a book in his 
pocket and watch the badgers. He would 
take a train at eight-thirty and walk 
all night. He saw fireflies, and brought 
back glow-worms in pill-boxes. He would 
hunt with the New Forest Staghounds. It 
all came from Tom Jones; and he would go 
to Greece with a book in his pocket and 
forget her. 32. 
Jacob is seen briefly in Paris at a cafe, with some 
new friends discussing Shakespeare, who, he declares, "had 
more guts than all these damned frogs put together. n33 
Informally Virginia Woolf oontinues: 
29. P. 207. 
30. P. 208. 
31. P. 209. 
32. P. 210. 
33. P. 212. 
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Well, not a word of th1s was ever told 
to Mrs. Flanders; nor what happened when 
they pa1d the b1ll and left the restaurant, 
and walked B.long the Boulevard Raspa111e. 
Then here 1s another scrap of conversat10n; 
the t1me about eleven 1n the morn1ng; the 
scene a stud10; and the day Sunday. 34 
So Jacob 1s aga1n seen w1th h1s fr1ends, Mal11nson, 
Cruttendon, and J1nny Carslake, who 1s 1n love w1th 
Cruttendon. Par1s 11fe seems wonderfully romant1c and 
fasc1nat1ng to h1m: "Jacob had noth1ng to hide from h1s 
mother. It was only that he could make no se nse h1mse If 
of h1s extraordinary exc1tement, and as for wr1t1ng 1t 
down - .35 
On the tra1n g01ng to Greece, Jacob feels qu1te self-
sat1sf1ed, p1ctur1ng his future conversat10n w1th Bonamy: 
Still, to be travel11ng on one's own 
w1th a hundred pounds to spend 1s a f1ne 
affa1r. And 1f h1s money gave out, as 
1t probably would, he would go on foot. 
He could 11ve on bread and w1ne - the 
w1ne 1n straw bottles - for after d01ng 
Greece he was go1ng to knock off Rome. 
The Roman c1v1lizat1on was a very in-
fer10r affa1r, no doubt. But Bonamy 
talked a lot of rot, all the same. "You 
ought to have been 1n Athens," he would 
say to Bonamy when he got back. "Stand1ng 
on the Parthenon," he would say, or "The 
ru1ns of the Co11seum suggest some fairly 
sub11me reflect10ns," wh1ch he would wr1te 
out at length 1n letters. It m1ght turn 
to an essay upon c1vilizat1on. A compari-
son between the ancients and moderns, w1th 
34. P. 215. 
35. P. 222. 
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some pretty sharp hits at Mr. Asquith -
something in the style of Gibbon. 36 
However, the oorset advertisements, the ill-behaved 
ohildren and the bad smelling oheese somewhat disillusion 
him oonoerning Greeoe, so that his gloom is felt even by 
Bonamy who sighs as he reads Jaoob's letter: 
And he sighed again, being indeed so 
profoundly gloomy that gloom must have 
been lodged in him to oloud him at any 
moment, whioh was odd in a man who en-
joyed things so, was not muoh given to 
analysis, but was horribly romantio, of 
oourse, Bonamy thought, in his rooms in 
Linooln' sInn. 
"He will fall in love," thought Bonamy. 
"Some Greek woman with a straight noseJ"37 
But then Jacob Flanders was not at all 
of his own way of thinking - far from it, 
Bonamy sighed, laying the thin sheets of 
notepaper on the table and falling into 
thought about Jaoob's oharaoter, not for 
the first time. 
The trouble was this romantio vein in 
him. "But mixed with the stupidity 
whioh leads him into these absurd predioa-
ments," thought Bonamy, 'there is something -
something' - he sighed, for he was fonde~ 
of Jacob than of anyone in the world. 38 
Sure enough, Jacob finds oonsiderable oomfort in the 
person of Mrs. Sandra Wentworth W1lliams, who looks "very 
beautiful, trag1c, and exalted.·39 
How beaut1ful the even1ng wasJ and her 
beauty was its beauty. The tragedy of 
Greece was the tragedy of all high soula. 
36. P. 229-230. 
37. P. 237. 
38. P. 238. 
39. P. 240. 
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The inevitable compromise. She seemed to 
have grasped something. She would write 
it down. And moving to the table where 
her husband sat reading she leant her 
chin in her hands and thought of the 
peasants, of suffering, of her own beauty, 
of the inevitable compromise, and of how 
she would write it down ••.•• "Everything 
seems to mean so much," said Sandra. But 
with the sound of her own voice the spell 
was broken. She forgot the peasants. 
Only there remained with her a sense of 
her own beauty, and in front~ luckily, 
there was a looking-glass. 4u 
Her delicacy, her dignity, and her sadness impress 
Jaoob greatly; he yearns to proteot her, and as she tells 
him about her motherless childhood, "Jaoob thought that 
if he had been there he would have saved her; for she had 
been exposed to great danger, he felt. "41 
On her part, Sandra does want something from Jaoob: 
For she oould not stop until she had told 
him - or heard him say - or was it some 
aotion on his part that she required? Far 
away on the horizon she discerned it and 
oould not rest ••• "But," she asked herself, 
"what do I want from him? Perhaps it is 
something that I have missed ••• 1t~2 
In farewell, Jaoob gives her his oopy of Donne's 
poems, which eventually lands on Sandra's bookshelf. 
Strolling in at dusk, Sandra would open 
the books and her eyes would brighten 
(but not at the print), and subsiding 
into the arm-Ohair, she would suck baok 
again the soul of the moment; or, for 
40. P. 240-241. 
41. P. 249. 
42. P. 270-271. 
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somet1mes she. was restless, would pull 
out book after book and sw1ng across 
the whole space of her life like an 
acrobat from bar to bar. She had had 
her moments. Meanwhile, the great 
clock on the landing ticked and Sandra 
would hear time accumulating, and ask 
herself, "What for? What for?"43 
On Jacob's return from Greece, Bonamy promptly 
guesses that Jacob is in love, and is angry because it is 
not with Clara Durrant, whom Bonamy himself halfway loves. 
As for Clara, she cannot forget Jacob, and is terribly 
hurt because he does not come visit her. And poor Fanny 
Elmer is totally desolate: 
Sustained entirely upon picture post cards 
for the past two months, Fanny's idea of 
Jacob was more statuesque, noble, and eye-
less than ever ••• "Piccadilly?tI Fanny asked 
the conductor of the omn1bus, and climbed 
to the top. After all, he would, he must, 
come back to her. But Jacob might have 
been thinking of Rome; of architecture; of 
jurisprudence; as he sat under the plane 
tree in Hyde Park. 44 
Then suddenly with only the vague warning from Betty 
Flanders that "There was Morty lost, and Seabrook dead; 
her sons f1ght1ng for the1r countrytl45 comes the last brief 
chapt~r w1th the harshness of the react10n to Jacob's death 
in the war: 
"He left everything just as it was," 
Bonamy marvelled. "Nothing arranged. 
All his letters strewn about for anyone 
43. P. 275. 
44. P. 291-292. 
45. P. 300. 
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to read. What did he expect? Did he 
expect? Did he think he would come back?" 
he mused, standing in the middle of 
Jacob's room ••• Bonamy crossed to the 
window. Pickford's van swung down the 
street. The omnibuses were locked 
together at Mudie's corner. Engines 
throbbed, and carters, Jamming the brakes 
down, pulled their horses sharp up. A 
harsh and unhappy voice cried something 
unintelligible. And then suddenly all 
the leaves seemed to raise themselves. 
"JaoobJ Jacob~" cried Bonamy, standing 
by the window. The leaves sank down 
again. 
"Suoh oonfusion everywhere!" exclaimed 
Betty Flanders, bursting open the bed-
room door. Bonamy turned away from the 
window. ·What am I to do with these, Mr. 
Bonamy?" 
She held out a pair of Jacob's old shoes. 46 
It is repeatedly made clear that what is of most 
importanoe during this twenty-odd year period is not what 
Jacob is dOing so much as with whom he associates. Of 
special interest is his mother, Betty Flanders. Although 
Virginia Woolf in this book is quite impersonal towards 
her characters, the reader sympathizes with Betty in her 
weighty responsibility of raising a family alone, in her 
reaching out for friendship with Captain Barfoot, and 
especially in her rather pathetio attempts to keep in 
touoh with Jacob through her letters. Jacob however, 
with indifference and thoughtlessness rather than any 
deliberate oruelty, has grown away from his mother's 
influenoe so that in his rooms after his death, it is 
46. P. 302-303. 
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his friend Bonamy rather than Betty who takes charge. 
Similarly the reader enters into Clara's gentle 
sadness, Florinda's yearning passion and Sandra's 
unexpressed, only half realized desires; yet it must 
be admitted that Jacob's reactions to all these are 
none too impressive. For it is true that in Jacob's 
Room Virginia Woolf explores the consciousness of the 
minor characters much more intently than she does 
Jacob's, with the result that "Jacob remains a nebulous 
young man, indeed almost any young man, and the reader 
does not fully participate in the powerful effect he 
makes upon others. 147 
There can be no doubt, however, that for creating 
an atmosphere, for immortalizing a particular moment, 
and for setting forth the mutual impact of various 
personalities, Virginia Woolf in this book is developing 
a most effective and superior means of delineation. 
47. Bennett, Joan, Virginia Woolf, p. 109. 
MRS. DALLOWAY 
In~. Dalloway Virginia Woolf has perfected the 
mode of expression she introduced in Jacob's Room. 
Although the basic technique remains, her characters are 
much more vivid, and her story is extremely well organized 
and effectively presented. Indeed I believe her art of 
casting an emotional spell over the reader reaches its 
height in this book. 
Mrs. Dalloway is not always so favorably interpreted, 
however. J. W. Beach seems to have escaped the impact of 
the book: 
Like Ulysses, it is greatly taken 
up with the stream of consciousness of 
two or three characters, and has no plot. 
Like Ulysses, it introduces certain 
charaoters who have no connection with 
the leading persons, no bearing upon their 
fates. Septimus Warren Smith, crazed by 
his experience in the war, who finally 
Kills himself to escape the oppression of 
the doctors, has nothing to do with 
Clarissa Dalloway, the pensive social 
butterfly whose personality is most fully 
realized in the giving of part1es. H1s 
fate and hers are simply complementary 
colors in the oomposition of this abstract 
painting, meant, it would seem, to give a 
certain impression of London life (or more 
universally stated, of Life itself.) I 
One may guess that Virginia Woolf, in 
writing Mrs. Dalloway, had 1n mind, as her 
real subject, something like this: what 
1. Beach, J. W., The Twentieth Century Novel, p. 429. 
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life seems like on a fine day in London. 
Or perhaps more broadly, the sensation 
of being alive. She must proceed from a 
center, a,nd she has chosen for that a 
cultivated middle aged woman of fashion 
planning to give a party. Clarissa is a 
woman of some imagination, capable of 
straying rather far in fancy over the 
lighter aspects of London life. 2 
Even David Daiches, admirer of Virginia Woolf that 
he is, expresses some doubts: 
The question for the critic is 
whether the process of rarification 
which goes on throughout the novel does 
not end by denuding it of a certain 
necessary vitality.3 
The present writer must confess that 
he received a considerable shock on first 
reading this (statement that Clarissa and 
Septimus are doubles; that at first 
Clarissa was meant to kill herself.) The 
casual remark about the part meant to be 
played by Septimus seemed to be a refine-
ment on the events described, 'so utterly 
unwarranted by the events themselves, 
and seemed to indicate so remote an 
attitude on the part of the author to the 
relation between fact and its interpreta-
tion, that for the moment the book ceased 
to have such meaning as it had possessed 
before and became a fantastic abstract 
allegory, which might mean anything and 
therefore meant nothing ••••• ls it simply 
that the relation between the real and 
the symbolio aspects of the characters 
was not made suffiCiently clear? Or is 
it that the symbolic aspects are out of 
proportion to the real aspects? Perhaps 
the latter question gets nearer the truth. 
The refining intellect seems to have 
"O'erleapt itself and fallen on the other 
side." 4 
2. Ibid., p. 431. 
3. Daiches, DaVid, ~. £!!., p. 77. 
4. Daiches, DaVid, The Novel and the Modern World, p. 181. 
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The comments of these two critics concerning ~. 
Dalloway seem to display some lack of insight. In 
stressing the "impression of London life," the vagueness 
of character connections, the technique used and the 
lyrical quality of the prose, they have slighted the 
implications of the story itself and the subtle relation-
ships of its characters. 
Mrs. Dalloway is the story of one day in a middle 
aged woman's life, but not just any day chosen at random. 
It is a day of crisis. For various reasons, Clarissa 
Dalloway feels that although she has recovered from her 
illness, she is now of little use to the world. The 
party which she gives that night is an effort to prove 
that she is worthwhile; that there is some reason for 
her continued existence. This feeling is reflected in 
the atmosphere of urgency, of the nearness of old age 
and of death which permeates the pages of the book. 
Clarissa is a woman 51 years old who has just 
recovered from a serious illness. She is referred to 
as "grown very white since her illness, ,,5 and later, 
the fact is mentioned that "since her illness she had 
turned almost white."B Again, "That might be her heart, 
affected, they said, by influenza. "7 She thinks of the 
5. Woolf, Virginia, M!!. Dalloway, P. 4 
B. P. 54. 
7. P. 4. 
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hatred, which Hespecially since her illness, had power 
to make her feel scraped, hurt in her spine. He In 
describing her virginal looking bedroom, it is mentioned 
that her husband Richard "insisted, after her illness, 
that she must sleep undisturbed. Kg Finally, Peter, who 
loved her, thinks, HShe has been ill, and the sound of 
the clock striking expressed languor and suffering. It 
10 
was her heart, he remembered." 
Having recovered from this illness, Mrs. Dalloway 
seems pursued by a dread of middle age, of old age and 
of eventual death. Vitality has always seemed so impor-
tant to her. Peter, thinking of her, says, "And of 
course she enjoyed life immensely. It was her nature 
to enjoy. nIl We see her "loving it ~if~ as she did 
with an absurd and faithful passion, being part of it.n12 
She herself says "What she liked was simply life. p13 
La,ter, "How unbelievable death was! that it must end; 
no one in the whole world would know how she had loved 
14 
it all." 
At the 
ing: "She 
8. P. 17. 
9. P. 46. 
10. P. 75. 
11. P. 118. 
12. P. 6. 
13. P. 183. 
14. P. 185. 
same time, the thoughts of age keep intrud-
felt very young, at the same time unspeakably 
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aged.,,15 As she thinks that "what she loved was this, 
here, now, in front of her; the fat lady in the cab," 
she begins to think that she must eventually cease 
16 
completely, that "all this must go on without her." 
She is shocked by the fact that Peter, older than she, 
can be in love. "He's six months older than I am~ ••• 
in her heart she felt, all the same, he's in love. He 
has that, she felt; he is in love ••• He was in love! 
Not wi th her. 
17 
With some younger woman, of course." 
Peter thinks of her "whereas it was this; it was middle 
18 
age; it was mediocrity." 
Death repeatedly enters her thoughts. "She had a 
sudden spasm, 8.S if, while she mused, the icy claws had 
had the chance to fix in her." And then, reassuringly, 
she thinks, "She was not old yet. She had just broken 
into her fifty second year. Months and months of it 
19 
were stlll untouched." Peter, thinking of her illness, 
has a sudden vision of "death that surprised in the midst 
of llfe, Clarissa falling where she stood ln her drawing 
20 
room. No! No! he cried. She is not dead!" Later on, 
15. P. lI. 
16. P. 12. 
17. P. 17. 
18. P. 236. 
19. P. 54. 
20. P. 75. 
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he muses on her "horror of death. p21 At the party, the 
vigorous laughter, "as she heard it aoross the room, 
seemed to reassure her on a pOint which sometimes 
bothered her if she woke early in the morning and did 
not like to oa.ll her maid for a cup of tea; how it is 
22 
certain we must die." The news of the death of young 
Septimus Smith has a disturbing effect upon Clarissa, 
which will be discussed in detail later. 
Another factor that adds to Clarissa's feeling of 
being unnecessary and middle aged is the fact that Lady 
Bruton invites Richard to luncheon and does not include 
her. "'Dear!' said Clarissa and Luoy shared as she 
23 
meant her to her disappointment (but not the pang)." 
Fear no more, said Clarissa. Fear 
no more the heat of the sun; for the shock 
of Lady Bruton asking Richard to lunch 
without her made the moment in which she 
stood shiver, as a plant on the river bed 
feels the shock of a passing oar and 
shivers; so she rocked; so she shivered ••••• 
She feared time itself, B.nd read on Lady 
Bruton's face, as if it had been a dial 
cut on impassive stone, the dwindling ot 
lite; how year by year her share was 
slioed; how little the margin that re-
mained was capable any longer of stretch-
ing, of absorbing, as in the youthful 
years, the colors, salts, tones of 
existence ••••• 24feeling herself suddenly 
21. P. 231. 
22. P. 267. 
23. P. 43. 
24. P. 44. 
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shrivelled, aged, breastless, since Lady 
Bruton, whose lunch parties were said to 
be extraordinarily amusing, had not asked 
her. 25 
These very same words are repeated in her mind that 
afternoon: "and Lady Bruton, whose lunch parties were 
26 
said to be extraordinarily amusing, had not asked her." 
Clarissa's married life has reaohed a point where 
she feels rather unnecessary even there. Peter, think-
ing of the first time he saw her and Riohard together, 
had a sudden feeling that they would marry. "There was 
a sort of - how could he put it? - a sort of ease in 
27 her manner to him; something maternal; something gentle. n 
This feeling instead of a passionate love is the basis 
of Clarissa's and Richard's attachment. 
Although Richard is quite devoted to her in a rather 
calm, gentle way, she feels she has gone back almost to 
a virginal state. 
Ready to rest in the morning, like a nun 
withdrawing, or a child exploring a tower, 
she went upstairs •.• There was an empti-
ness about the heart of life; an attic 
room ••• The sheets were clean, tight 
stretched in a broad white band from side 
to side. Narrower and narrower would her 
bed be. The candle was half burnt down 
and she had read deep in Baron Marbot's 
Memoirs. She had read late at night of 
the retreat from Moscow. For the House 
25. P. 45. 
26. P. 178 
27. P. 93 
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sat so long that Richard insisted, after 
her illness, that she must sleep undis-
turbed. And really she preferred to read 
of the retreat from Moscow. He knew it. 
So the room was an attic; the bed narrow 
and lying there reading, for she slept 
badly, she could not dispel a virginity 
preserved through childbirth which clung 
to her like a sheet. 28 
She goes on thinking that she has always lacked 
something in her contact with Richard, that in some way 
she has failed him. 
It was something central which 
permeated (which she lacked); something 
warm which broke up, surfaced and rip-
pled the cold contact of man and woman, 
or of women together. For that she 
could dimly perceive ••• she could not 
resist sometimes yielding to the charm 
of a woman ••• Against such moments (with 
women, too) there contrasted (as she 
laid her hat down) the bed and Baron 
Marbot and the candle half burnt. Lying 
awake, the floor creaked; the lit house 
was suddenly darkened, and if she raised 
her head she could just hear the click of 
the handle released as gently as possible 
by Richard, who slipped upstairs in his 
socks and then, as often as not, dropped 
his hot water bottle and swore! How she 
laughed! 29 
Then, with the implication that love is something else, 
she goes on thinki.ng "But this question of love ••• "30 
Clarissa feels the need for justifying, if pOSSible, 
her marriage. She keeps wondering if she should have 
married Peter, if it would have been fairer to all of 
28. P. 46 
29. P. 47 
30. P. 48 
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them if she had. 
So she would still find herself 
arguing in St. James Park, still making 
out that she had been right - and she 
had too - not to marry him. For in 
marriage a little license, a little inde-
pendence there must be between people 
living day in day out in the same house; 
which Richard gave her and she him. 31 
When Peter comes to see her, she thinks, "Now of 
course he's enchanting, perfectly enchanting! Now I 
remember how impossible it was ever to make up my mind -
and why did I make up my mind - not to marry him? she 
wondered, that awful summer ••••• 32This is what I have 
made of itl (lif!] What had she made of it? What 
33 indeed? Sitting there sewing this morning with Peter." 
"She sat back extraordinarily at her ease with him and 
light hearted, all in a clap it came over her, if I had 
married him this gaiety would have been mine all dayJn34 
Then, with a sense of the emptiness of what she has 
instead, 
It was over for her. The sheet was 
stretched and the bed narrow. Richard, 
Richard! she cried, as a sleeper in the 
night starts and stretches a hand in the 
dark for help - Lunching with Lady Bruton, 
it came back to her. He has left me; I 
am alone forever, she thought, fold1ng 
her hands upon her knee. 35 
31. P. 10. 
32. P. 62. 
33. P. 64. 
34. P. 70. 
35. P. 70 • 
• 
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Richard "had, once upon a time, been jealous of 
Peter Walsh; jealous of him and Clarissa. But she had 
often said to him that she had been right not to marry 
Peter Walsh; which, knowing Clarissa, was obviously 
true; she wanted support. Not that she was weak; but 
36 she wanted support." As he leaves her in the after-
noon, he wonders, "Did she wish she had married Peter?H 37 
It is impossible to keep from liking Richard. Con-
siderate, gentle, agreeable, he feels a deep affection 
for Clarissa, very little troubled by the doubts which 
assail her. At Lady Bruton's luncheon, he suddenly 
wants to get home to Clarissa to tell her that he loves 
her. He goes with the pompous Hugh Whitbread who is 
buying a necklace for his wife Evelyn and thinks he 
would like to take a present to Clarissa, yet doubts 
his taste, since once he bought her a bracelet which 
she never wore. He decides to take flowers and thinks 
he will walk in, give her the flowers and say hI love 
you." He wonders why it is that one never speaks of 
love. HAnd they never spoke of it; not for years had 
they spoken of it; which, he thought, is the greatest 
mistake in the world. The time comes when it can't be 
36. P. 177. 
37. P. 181. 
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said, one's too shy to say it, he thought. 11 38 And 
sure enough, after giving her the flowers, "he could 
not bring himself to say he loved her; not in so many 
words. But how lovely, she said, taking his flowers. 
She understood; she understood without his speaking; 
39 
his Clarissa." But he could not tell her he loved 
her. 
40 
He held her hand. Happiness is this, he thought." 
As he leaves Clarissa, he wants her to take her 
daily rest. She thinks, 
How like him! He would go on saying 
"an hour's complete rest after luncheon" 
to the end of time, because a doctor had 
ordered it once. It was like him to take 
what doctors said literally; part of his 
adorable, divine simplicity, which no 
one had to the same extent; which made 
him go and do the thing while she and 
Peter frittered their time away bicker-
ing.41 
Clarissa seems to love Richard in a tolerant, sweet sort 
of way, yet she allies herself with Peter. 
There is a deep affection between Richard and his 
daughter Elizabeth. On his way home from the luncheon 
the thought comes to his mind, "But he had his Elizabeth; 
he adored his Elizabeth. ,42 That night at the party, 
Sally says "One can see they are devoted to each other. 
38. P. 174. 
39. P. 179. 
40. P. 180. 
41. P. 182. 
42. P. 172. 
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She could feel it by the way Ellzabeth went to her 
43 
father." 
"For her father had been looklng 
at her, as he stood talklng to the 
Bradshaws, and he had thought to himself, 
who is that lovely girl? And suddenly 
he realized that it was his Elizabeth 
and he had not recognized her, she looked 
so lovely in her pink frock! ••••• And 
Richard and Elizabeth were rather glad 
it was over [the partiJ , but Richard was 
proud of his daughter. And he had not 
meant to tell her so, but he could not 
help telling her. He had looked at her, 
he said, and he had wondered, who is 
that lovely girl? And it was his 
daughter] That did make her happy. But 
her poor dog was howling." 44 
Peter and Sally, both rather intellectually snob-
bish and brilliant, yet often undependable, are 
characteristic in their feelings towards Richard. 
~er thinks: "He was a thorough good sort; a bit 
limited; a bit thick in the head; yes; but a thorough 
good sort. Whatever he took up he dld in the same 
matter-of-fact sensible way; without a touch of imagina-
tion, without a spark of brilliancy, but with the 
inexplicable niceness of his type. He ought to have 
been a country gentleman - he was wasted on politics. 
45 He was best out of doors, with horses and dogs." His 
feeling toward Richard coincided with Sally·s. He thinks 
43. P. 295. 
44. P. 295-296. 
45. P. 113. 
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how Sally used to beg him "to carry off Clarissa, to 
save her from the Hughs and Dalloways and all the 
other 'perfect gentlemen' who would 'stifle her soul' ••• 
make a mere hostess of her, encourage her worldliness. n46 
After all these years, Sally, still critical at the 
party again asks Peter, "how could Clarissa have done 
it? married Riohard Dalloway? A sportsman, a man who 
cared only for dogs. Literally, when he came into the 
room he smelt of the stables ••••• 47And Clarissa had 
cared more for him [?ete~ than she had ever cared for 
Richard. Sally was positive of that. No, no, no, said 
Peter. (Sally should not have said that - she went too 
far). That good fellow - there he was at the end of 
the room holding forth, the same as ever, dear old 
Richard. n48 
There is little of this calmness, this gentleness 
between Clarissa and Peter. Their relationship seems 
to have been temptestuous and fiery, full of extremes 
of joy or anger, so unsettled in fact that Clarissa 
chose Richard instead. Peter enters Clarissa's thought 
constantly. The very fine morning makes her think "he 
could be intolerable; he could be impossible; but ador-
able to walk with on a morning like this. n49 His 
46. P. 114. 
47. P. 288. 
48. P. 293. 
49. P. 8. 
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possessiveness ov~roame her. 
"But with Peter everything had to be 
shared; everything gone into. And it 
was intolerable and when it oame to 
that soene in the little garden by the 
fountain, she had to break with him or 
they would have been destroyed, both 
of them ruined, she was oonvinoed; though 
she had borne about with her for years 
like an arrow stioking in her heart the 
grief, the anguish. "50 
Peter too now realizes that his early impetuosity 
had been too muoh. "For himself, he was absurd. He 
asked impossible things. He made terrible soenes. She 
would have aooepted him still, perhaps, if he had been 
less absurd. "51 
After Peter was refused by Clarissa, he had left 
for India, and soon married some woman he met on the 
boat, the marriage not turning out happily although the 
final outoome is not gone into. In the interval between 
these years and the present, he had done little. Lady 
Bruton, seeing him at the party, thinks of him as "that 
agreeable sinner, that very able fellow who should have 
made a name for himself but hadn't (always in diffioulty 
with women). 11 52 He has returned to England to arrange 
for the divoroe of Daisy, wife of a major in the Indian 
army, mother of two small ohildren, whom he intends to 
50. P. 10. 
51. P. 75. 
52. P. 273. 
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marry. 
Yet when he tells Clarissa of·his approaChing 
marriage, the news falls somewhat flat. "And then, to 
his utter surprise, suddenly thrown by those uncontrol-
lable forces thrown through the air, he burst into tears; 
wept; wept without the least shame. "53 Afterwards, of 
course, he is "overcome with shame suddenly at having 
54 been a fool." He seems unable to escape from his old 
feeling for Clarissa. Be stands there on the street, 
"feeling hollowed out, utterly empty within. Clarissa 
refused me, he thought. He stood there thinking Clarissa 
refused me. "55 
He cannot help contrasting his present feeling for 
Daisy with his passionate attachment for Clarissa. "It 
was impossible that he should ever suffer again as 
Clarissa had made him suffer. For hours at a time, for 
hours and days he never thought of Daisy. Could it be 
that he was in love with her then?n56 He comes to the 
oonolusion that perhaps it is because this time Daisy 
is in love with him. He realizes that it is really a 
relief to be away from her; "One doesn't want people 
after fifty; one doesn't want to go on telling women they 
53. P. 69. 
54. P. 73. 
55. P. 74. 
56. P. 120. 
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57 are pretty." He even goes so far as to think that 
"all this pother of coming to England and seeing 
lawyers wasn't to marry her, but to prevent her from 
marrying anybody else. N58 Later in the day, thinking 
more about the proposed future, he comes to the con-
clusion that "Well, indeed, he had got himself into a 
mess at his age ••• 59 In short it might be happier, as 
Mrs. Burgess said, that she should forget him. u60 At 
the party he admitted to Sally that "One could not be 
61 
in love twice." 
Peter's love for Clarissa does not keep him from 
seeing and criticizing her faults. He is irritated 
with her mending her dress, placing so much importance 
on a party, her histrionic manner of introducing 
Elizabeth annoys him. He feels "there was always some-
thing cold in Clarissa ••• 62 Clarissa was as cold as an 
icicle."63 "She had always, even as a girl, a sort of 
timidity, which in middle age becomes conventionality, 
and then it's all up, it's all up_H 64 Even in the days 
at Bourton Hit was her manner that annoyed him; timid; 
57. P. 120. 
58. P. 121. 
59. P. 238. 
60. P. 240. 
61. P. 292. 
62. P. 73. 
63. P. 122. 
64. P. 73. 
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hard; something arrogant, unimaginative, prudish ••• the 
death of her soul. ,65 
Nevertheless, he clings to her as to an ideal. 
He always felt that her refusing to marry him was the 
turning point in his life, that it was the ruin of his 
life. And now he cannot separate himself from her. 
"But it was Clarissa one remembered. 
Not that she was striking, not beauti-
ful at all; there was nothing picturesque 
about her; she never said anything 
espeoially clever; there she was, 
however, there she was. No, No, Nol 
He was not In love with her any morel 
He only felt ••• unable to get away from 
the thought of her. 1166 
He thinks baok over the years they have been separated. 
Brief, broken, often painful as their 
aotual meetings had been what with his 
absenoes and interruptIons ••••• the 
effect of them on his life was immeasur-
able. There was a mystery about it ••••• 
She had influenoed him m05~ than any 
person he had ever known. 
That night, at the party, he is tremendously anxious 
to talk to her, yet glimpses are all he oan get. She 
brings Aunt Helena to talk to him "And yet he had not 
had a word with her all the evening} ,,68 Sitting talking 
to Sally Seton, Peter is restless. "But where is 
Clarissa? said Peter. Wherels the woman gone to? he 
65. P. 89. 
66. P. 115. 
67. P. 232. 
68. P. 272. 
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. asked. Where's Clarissa?·69 Sally sees this restless-
ness: "Poor Peter, thought 8ally, why did not Clarissa 
come and talk to them? That was what he was longing 
for. She knew it. All the time he was thinking only 
of Clarissa and was fidgeting with his knife. n70 
His feeling of suspense and excitement is extremely 
well expressed in the concluding paragraph of the book, 
as Sally gets up to speak to Richard: 
"I will come, n s8.id Peter, but he sat 
on for a moment. What is this terror? 
What is this ecstasy? he thought to 
himself. What is it that fills me with 
extraordinary excitement? It is 
Clarissa, he said_
7l For there she was. 
Clarissa's daughter Elizabeth is a strong source 
of dissatisfaction to her. Seeing them together for 
the first time in several years, Peter thinks, "Pro-
72 bably she doesn't get on with Clarissa." At the 
present, Clarissa is very much worried because of 
Elizabeth's preoccupation with the unattractive, 
fanatical Doris Kilman. For hours, to Clarissa's 
disgust, Elizabeth and Miss Kilman have been shut up 
together, probably praying. Mrs. Dalloway has the 
feeling that Elizabeth no longer needs her, that Miss 
Kilman has taken her away. Although despising her, 
69. P. 284. 
70. P. 292. 
71. P. 296. 
72. P. 84. 
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Clarissa envies her slightly because of this. "This 
woman had taken her daughter from her! She in touch 
with invisable presences! Heavy, ugly, commonplace, 
without kindness or grace, she knew the meaning of 
life!"73 At the party she again thinks of Miss Kilman: 
"Kilman - her enemy. That was satisfying; that was 
real; ah, how she hated her - hot, hypocritical, cor-
rupt; with all that power; Elizabeth's seducer - the 
woman who had crept in to steal and defile (Richard 
would say, what nonsense!)N74 
Yet the fact is that Miss Kilman has not stolen 
Elizabeth. Already Elizabeth is growing away from her 
influence, in spite of Miss Kilman's desperate efforts 
to hold on to her. As they sip tea together, Miss 
Kilman is agonized when Elizabeth, slightly bored, 
begins to leave: 
"Ah, but she must not go! 
Miss Kilman could not let her go. 
This youth, that was so beautiful, 
this girl, whom she genuinely 
10ved1 ••• She was about to split 
asunder, she felt. The agony was 
so terrific. If she could grasp 
her, if she could clasp her, if 
she could make her hers absolutely 
and forever and then die; that was 
all she wanted. But to sit here, 
unable to think of anything to say, 
to see Elizabeth turning against 
her, to be felt repulsive even by 
73. P. 190. 
74. P. 265-266. 
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her - it was too much; she could 
not stand it .•• p.200. Like some 
dumb creature who has been brought 
up to a gate for an unknown purpose, 
and stands there longing to gallop 
away, Elizabeth Da110way sat silent •.• 
gone. Beauty had gone, youth had 
gone. ,,75 
Elizabeth is pictured as a rather attractive, quiet, 
thoughtful girl. 
"People were beginning to com-
pare her to poplar trees, early dawn, 
hyacinths, fawns, running water and 
garden lilies; and it made life a 
burden to her, for she much preferred 
being left alone to do what she liked, 
in the country, but they would com-
pare her to lilies, and she had to go 
to parties, and London was so dreary 
compared with being alone in the 
country with her father and the dogs. "76 
ItHer interest in people who are sick, in the coun-
try, in animals, makes her quite determined, whatever 
her mother might say, to become either a farmer or a 
doctor."77 Walking around through Fleet Street, "a 
78 pioneer, a stray, venturing, trusting," she finds it 
was "later than she thought. Her mother would not like 
her to be wandering off alone like this. She turned 
baok down the Strand ••• Ca1m1y and competently, Elizabeth 
Da110way mounted the Westminster omnibus. "79 
75. P. 201. 
76. P. 204. 
77. P. 207. 
78. P. 208. 
79. P. 211. 
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No one seems to understand how Clarissa feels 
about her party. Although Riohard is willing for her 
to give parties if she wishes, "It was a very odd 
thing how muoh Clarissa minded about her parties, he 
thought ••• lf she worried about these parties he would 
.not let her give them."SO Peter is even more oritioal 
of them. "Here she's been sitting all the time I've 
been in India; mending her dress; playing about; going 
to parties; running to the House and baok and all that, 
he thought growing more and more irritated, more and 
Sl more agitated ••• Oh these parties, he thought; 
Clarissa's parties. Why does she give these parties, 
he thoUght."S2 
Clarissa is quite sensitive to this oritioism. 
"But, why did she suddenly feel, 
for no reason that she oould disoover, 
desparately unhappy? •• It was a feeling, 
some unpleasant feeling, earlier in the 
day perhaps; something that Peter had 
said, oombined with some depression of 
her own ••• And what Riohard bad said had 
added to it, but what had he said? Her 
parties} That was itl Her parties! 
Both of them oritioised her very 
unfairly, laughed at her very unjustly, 
for her parties. That was it] That 
was it!" 83 
Clarissa realizes that oonoerning parties Peter 
80. P. ISO. 
81. P. 61. 
82; P. 72. 
83. P. 183. 
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thinks her quite snobbish and Richard thinks her 
childish. 
And both were wrong, what she liked 
was simply life. "That1s what I do 
it for," she said, speaking aloud, 
to life ••••• What did it mean to her, 
the thing she called life? Oh, it 
was very queer. Here was so-and-so 
in South Kensington; someone up in 
Mayswater; and somebody else, say, in 
Mayfair. And she felt quite continuously 
a sense of their existence; and she felt 
what a waste; and she felt what a pity; 
and she felt if only they could be 
brought together; so she did it. And 
it was an offering to combine, to 
create, but to whom? 
An offering for the sake of offering, 
perhaps. Anyhow, it was her gift. 
Nothing else had she of the slightest 
importance; could not think, write, 
even play the piano. 84 
So she feels that parties are the only contribution 
that she can make to life; the only justification of 
her existence. And the party tonight seems especially 
important to her, as though to prove that in spite of 
her illness, in spite of Elizabeth1s drifting away from 
her, in spite of approaching old age she still has an 
important offering to make. She hopes to hold to those 
she loves by these parties. Peter, thinking of Clarissa 
and Richard, says "These parties for example were all 
for him or for her idea of him (to do Richard justice 
he would have been happier farming in Norfolk).n85 As 
84. P. 185. 
85. P. 116. 
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Peter leaves her in the morning, without looking at 
86 her, leaving the room quickly, "Peter, she calls 
after him: Peter,' cried Clarissa, following him out 
on to the landing, 'My party tonightl Remember my 
party tonight1' sounded very frail and thin as Peter 
Walsh shut the door. H8? 
Under somewhat similar circumstances, when Eliz-
abeth a.nd Miss Kilman leave the house together, "With 
a sudden impulse, with a violent anguish, for this 
woman was taking her daughter from her, Clarissa leant 
over the bannisters and cried out, 'Remember the party} 
Remember our party tonight!' But Elizabeth had already 
opened the front door - there was a van passing; she 
did not answer. n88 
That night Clarissa is not oompletely satisfied, 
although the party seems to be successful. 
And yet for her own part, it was 
too much of an effort. She was not 
enjoying it. It was too much like 
being - just anybody, standing there; 
anybody could do it; yet this anybody 
she did a little admire. Couldn't 
help feeling that she had anyway, made 
this happen ••••• 89 She had felt that 
intoxication of the moment, that 
dilatation of the nerves of the heart 
itself till it seemed to quiver, 
steeped upright; - yes, but after all, 
it was what other people felt, that; 
86. P. 71. 
87. P. 72. 
88. P. 191. 
89. P. 259. 
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for, though she loved it and felt 
it tingle and sting, still these 
semblances, these triumphs had a 
hollowness; at arm's length they 
were, not in the heart; and it 
might be that she was growing old 
but they satisfied her no longer 
as they used. 90 
In a way, then, her parties, the one thing upon which 
Clarissa felt she could depend, have failed her. 
The tragic story of Septimus Warren Smith is woven 
through the novel. He is seen, as is Clarissa, looking 
at the royal Car and the airplane; he is seen by Peter 
in the park; and he is seen in contact with Dr. Bradshaw 
and later Dr. Holmes. He is a young idealist who 
volunteered and served with distinction in the World 
War, whose mind has been terribly affected by it and 
especially by the death of his friend Evans. While in 
Italy, he had been overcome by "sudden thunderclaps of 
fear; he could not feel. M91 While visiting a gay 
Italian family, he became engaged one evening when the 
panic was on him - that he could not feel. n92 He and 
his pretty young Wife, Rezia, came back to London, and 
steadily his condition became worse. He has revelations 
concerning death and life, concerning love and hate, 
and he sees the dead EVans frequently. Septimus feels 
that human nature has condemned him for his crime of 
90. P. 265. 
91. P. 131. 
92. P. 131. 
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being unable to feel anything, and that "it must be 
the fault of the world, then - that he could not 
feel. .. 93 
Most potent of all is his conviction that the 
world is against him. "For the truth is that human 
beings have neither kindness, nor faith, nor charity 
beyond what seems to increase the pleasure of the 
moment. They hunt in packs ••••• 94 Human nature, in 
short, was in him - the repulsive brute, with the blood 
red nostrils. Holmes was on him. Once you stumble, 
Septimus wrote on the back of a postcard, human nature 
is on you. ,,95 To him, human nature is personified in 
Dr. Holmes 8.nd Sir William Bradshaw. "Once you fall, 
Septimus repeated to himself, human nature is on you. 
Holmes and Bradshaw are on you. They scour the desert. 
They fly screaming into the wilderness. The rack and 
the thumbscrew are applied. Human nature is remorse-
96 
less." 
Although Septimus feels that death is the penalty 
demanded of him by human nature, he does not wish to 
die. "The whole world is clamouring, kill yourself, 
kill yourself for oursakes. But why should he kill 
himself for their sakes?,,97 "But if he confessed? If 
93. P. 133. 
94. P. 135. 
95. P. 139. 
96. P. 148. 
97. P. 140. 
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he communicated? Would they let him otf then, his 
torturers? "98 
For a while in the afternoon he is happy, at 
peace until Holmes forces his way into the room. 
"Holmes would get him. But no, not Holmes, not Brad-
shaw ••• But he would wait till the very last moment. 
He did not want to die. Life was good. The sun hot. 
Only human beings - W~At did they want?n99 And so, 
"he flung himself out the window, violently down onto 
Mrs. Filmer's area railings. "100 
The first knowledge that Clarissa has of Septimus 
is at the party, when Sir William Bradshaw tells of the 
suicide of one of his patients, a young man who had 
been in the army, and mentions something about the 
deferred effects of she1lshock. The news has a strong 
etfect upon Clarissa. There seems to be a kinship 
between the two of them, suggested by various phrases 
through the book. Both have the same feeling of being 
alone, of being deserted. Olarissa, realizing that 
she does not have Peter and that Richard is with Lady 
Bruton thinks HI am alone forever, nIDI and Septimus, 
starting up in terror, not seeing Rezia, thinks "That 
98. P. 148. 
99. P. 226. 
100. P. 226. 
101. P. 70. 
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was it: to be alone forever. That was the doom pro-
nounced in Milan when he came into the room and saw 
them cutting out buckram shapes with their sCissors; 
to be alone forever.· 102 
Both are strongly affected by fear. "Fear no 
more," said Clarissa. Fear no more the heat of the 
sun ••• but she feared time itself ••• 103 Then (she had 
felt it only this morning) there was the terror -
104 
there Was in the depths of her heart an awful fear." 
And Septimus, "now that it was allover, truce signed, 
and the dead buried, had especially in the evening, 
these sudden thunderclaps of fear ••• l05Fear no more, 
says the heart in the body; fear no more ••• l06 But then, 
he started up in terror. pl07 
Clarissa feels a kinship with the way Septimus 
must have reacted to Sir William. 
She did not know what it was about 
Sir Wioaiam; what exactly she disliked 
••••• Or there were the poets and 
thinkers. Suppose he (Septimus) had 
had that passion, and had gone to Sir 
William Bradshaw, a great doctor yet 
to her obscurely evil, without sex or 
lust, extremely polite to women, but 
capable of some indescribable outrage -
forcing your soul, that was it - if 
102. P. 220. 
103. P. 43. 
104. P. 281. 
105. P. 131. 
106. P. 211. 
107. P. 220. 
108. P. 278. 
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this young man had gone to him, and 
Sir William had impressed him, like 
that, with his power, might he not 
then have said (indeed she felt it 
now) life is made intolerable; they 
make life intolerable, men like 
that?109 
The news of his death makes her feel drawm towards 
him. She imagines how he must have felt, throwing 
himself from the window, hitting the spikes. She her-
self "had once thrown a shilling into the Serpentine, 
never anything more. But he had flung it away. "110 
She realizes that she will go on living, becoming old, 
8.nd feels that by his dying young he had preserved 
something, for "Death was defiance. Death was an 
attempt to communicatej ••• there was an embrace in 
death. nlll 
Then she herself is really afraid of life, of the 
responsibility of having one's life to live to the end. 
"Even now, quite often if Richard had not been there 
reading the Times so that she could crouch like a bird 
and gradually revive ••• she must have perished. But that 
young man had killed himself. "112 And as Delattre 
suggests, "Qui sait meme si, 8. l'exemple du pauvre 
maniaque, la grande dame, dans la terreur veritable 
109. P. 281. 
110. P. 280. 
Ill. P. 20. 
112. P. 282. 
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qui l'obsede, n1ira pas, elle aussi, jusqu1au suicide?Rl13 
She even feels guilty that he should have died 
while she still lives. "Somehow it was her disaster -
her disgrace. It was her punishment to see sink and 
disappear here a man, in this profound darkness, and 
114 she forced to stand here in her evening dress. R 
As she stands there in her room, she sees the old lady 
in the room opposite pulling down the blind, going to 
bed, symbolic at the end of the day and of the end of 
life. 
It was fascinating, with people still 
laughing and shouting in the drawing 
room, to watch that old woman, quite 
quietly, going to bed ••••• The young 
man had killed himself; but she did not 
pity him ••••• There~ the old lady had 
put out the lightl The whole house was 
dark now with this going on, she re-
peated, and the words came to her
1l Fear no more the heat of the sun. 5 
The death of Septimus seems to take away any 
immediate thought of her own death. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
She must go back to them. But what 
an extraordinary nightJ She felt 
somehow very like him - the young 
man who had killed himself. She 
felt glad that he had done it; thrown 
it away ••••• He made her feel the 
beauty, made her ri~l the fun. But 
she must go back. 
Delattre, Floris, Le Roman Psychologigue de ~­
tinia Woolf., p. 97. 
oolt, VIrginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 282. 
P. 283. 
P. 283-284. 
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The technique and method of Mrs. DallowRY which 
have been the center of so much attention surely are 
not as important as Daiches for example considered 
them. Virginia Woolf herself received the criticism 
that the book was the "deliberate offspring of a 
117 method." and she herself also says that "the facts 
are otherwise ••• The book grew day by day, week by week, 
without any plan at all exoept that which was dictated 
each morning in the act of writing ••• ln the present 
case it was necessary to write the book first and to 
118 invent a theory afterwards." 
As the novel is mainly confined to one woman's 
mind, and as the other characters are shown in relation 
to her, it seems logical to confine the action of the 
book to the passage of one day, especially since the 
day is one of crisis in Clarissa Dalloway's life. Thus, 
8,side from the technical perfection, the idea of the 
novel also fits the method chosen. 
The end of the day and of the book does not, 
however, finally solve the problems of the characters. 
Peter still hopelessly yearns for Clarissa, and one is 
not at all sure that Clarissa has regained from the 
party the necessary vitality to continue her existence, 
117. P. vii. 
118. P. viii. 
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in spite of her feeling that Septimus has removed any 
thought of her immediate death. Her quality for 
knowing people, her preoccupation with life and death, 
her strong kinship with the tragic Septimus, and even 
this unsettled state of mind at the end of the book, 
surely make her a living character and not simply the 
"woman of some imagination, capable of straying rather 
far in fancy over the lighter aspects of London life." 
1Q THE LIGHTHOUSE 
Virginia Woolf maintains her unique literary charm 
and narrative achievement in To The Lighthouse. A 
flavor of whimsical humor, a rather tender understanding 
of children along with a vivid emotional depth, and 
most signally perhaps, a consuming interest in the 
various phases of human relationships, all in varying 
degrees are inherent in the last of this selected 
trilogy. 
The scene of this story is rather far removed from 
the bustle of London which pervades Mrs. DallowaYj To 
The Lighthouse has its origin on the coast in Scotland, 
where the summer home of the Ramsays is located: "The 
children loved it; it did her husband good to be three 
thousand, or if she must be accurate, three hundred 
miles from his libraries and his lectures and his 
disciplesj and there was room for visitors."l Virginia 
Woolf seems purposely to have avoided details concerning 
the location, so much so that the outside world, even 
the nearby town, is unreal; this was rather unimportant 
to the Ramsay home, and thus it seems isolated as it 
1. Woolf, Virginia, To ~ Lighthouse, p. 43. 
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faoes "the great plateful of blue water" with the 
"hoary LigQthouse, distant, austere, in the midst; and 
on the right, as far as the eye oould see, fading and 
falling, in soft low pleats, the green sand dunes with 
the wild flowing grasses on them, whioh always seemed 
to be running away into some moon oountry, uninhabited 
of men. "2 
The book is divided into three general seotions, 
the first oovering speoifioally the events of one day 
in the lives of Professor and Mrs. Ramsay, their eight 
ohildren and their visitors. To the delight of six year 
old James, the Ramsays are planning a trip to the 
Lighthouse the next day to take I·whatever oomforts one 
oan M3 to the keeper and his family; Minta Doyle and 
Paul Raylay, two young visitors, beoome engaged; Charles 
Tansley, the awkwardly pathetio "little atheist", suo-
oeeds in irritating everyone; Mrs. Ramsay definitely 
deoides that William Bankes and Lily Brisooe, the artist, 
who is working on a portrait of Mrs. Ramsay, should 
marry sinoe they have so muoh in oommon - "they are both 
oold and aloof and rather self-suffioing;n4 the rude 
old'poet, Augustus Carmiohael, eats too muoh soup at 
2. P. 23. 
3. P. 12. 
4. P. 157. 
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dinner; and Mr. Ramsay, after angrily predicting that 
bad weather will prevent the planned trip, mutely 
apologizes and receives sympathy and comfort from Mrs. 
Ramsay. 
In her lyrical fashion, Virginia Woolf in the next 
and shortest section sweeps over the following ten 
years, with only occasional references to the family. 
Highly imaginative and emotional passages describe the 
passing of the nights, of the seasons, and of the years, 
during which time the house gradually molds and decays. 
Tuoked into these passages are the cold and simply 
stated facts of Prue's marriage and death in childbirth, 
of Andrew's death in the war, and of Mrs. Ramsay's 
death. Finally the cleaning women step in just in time 
to rescue the house from total decay in preparation for 
the return of Mr. Ramsay. 
The third chapter again brings together Mr. Ramsay, 
two of the children, and Lily Briscoe and Augustus 
Carmichael, all of whom were present ten years before. 
The long postponed journey to the Lighthouse is finally 
made by Mr. Ramsay, Cam, and James; and James has never 
quite forgotten his father's seeming delight in shatter-
ing his joy in that prospective trip of ten years before. 
As they reach the Lighthouse, however, his antagonism 
melts away and he feels sympathy and affection for his 
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father. Lily Briscoe, again a visitor at the long 
neglected home, has found the unfini~hed portrait of 
Mrs. Ramsay, which she completes, but only after 
reaching the conclusion that she and old Mr. Carmichael 
have silently reached an important understanding. 
All the relationships between the various char-
acters, their responses and reactions to each other 
and their various philosophies of life are elaborated 
within a remarkable simple plot-framework; Mr. and Mrs. 
Ramsay, the central characters, fulfill a basic need 
in each other. She assumes the role of comforter for 
him, so that when he comes to her, needing sympathy, 
feeling himself a failure, she 
seemed to raise herself with an effort 
and at once to pour erect into the air 
a raln of energy, a column of spray, 
looking at the same time animated and 
allve as if all her energies were being 
fused into force, burning llluminatlng 
(quietly though she sat, taking up her 
stocking agaln) and into this delicious 
fecundity, this fountain and spray of 
life, the fatal sterility of the male 
plunged itself, like a beak of brass, 
barren and bare ••• She assured him, 
beyond a shadow of a doubt, by her 
laugh, her poise, her competence (as 
a nurse carrying a light across a 
dark room assures a fractious child) 
that it was real; the house was full, 
the garden blowing. If he put impliclt 
faith in her, nothing should hurt him; 
however deep he buried himself or 
climbed high, not for a second should 
he find himself without her. So 
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boasting of her capacity to surround 
and protect there was scarcely a shell 
of herself left for her to know herself 
by ••••• Filled with her words, like a 
child who drops off satisfied, he said, 
at last, looking at her with humble 
gratitude, restored, renewed, that he 
would take a turn ••.•• Immediately Mrs. 
Ramsay seemed to fold herself together, 
one petal closed in another, and the 
whole fgbric fell in exhaustion upon 
itself. 
This soothing extends not only to her husband, but 
to hosts of other men, for "indeed she had the whole of 
the other sex under her protection, for reasons she 
could not explain, for their chivalry and valour, for 
the fact that they negotiated treaties, ruled India, 
controlled finance; finally for an attitude towards 
herself which no woman could fail to find agreeable, 
something trustful, childlike, reverential. u6 So when 
she sees Charles Tansley "standing by the table, 
fidgeting with something awkwardly, feeling himself out 
7 of things," she kindly asks him to go to town with her, 
reviving his spirits by her beauty and her gracious 
charm. 
At times Mrs. Ramsay herself doubts her motives, 
for when Mr. Carmichael ignores her gestures of friend-
ship, she is hurt; she misses the admiration which is 
5. P. 58-60. 
6. P. 13. 
7. P. 18 
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usually hers. 
Was it not secretly this that she 
wanted, and therefore when Mr. Carmichael 
shrank away from her, as he did at this 
moment, making otf to some corner where 
he did acrostics endlessly, she did not 
feel merely snubbed back in her instinct, 
but made aware of the pettiness in some 
part of her, and of human relations, 
how flawed they are, how despicgble, 
how self seeking at their best. 
She does however seem to find her satisfaction in 
working with and for others, in organizing and in 
arranging. It was her idea that Paul and Minta should 
marry; and watching her at the dinner table, Lily 
Briscoe sees "something frightening about her. She 
was largely irresistible. Always she got her own 
way in the end, Lily thought. Now she had brought this 
off. Paul and Minta, one might suppose, were engaged. n9 
The idea that William and Lily also should marry occurs 
to Mrs. Ramsay, and she immediately decides that "she 
must arrange for them to take a long walk together. 
Foolishly, she had set them opposite each other. That 
could be remedied tomorrow. If it were fine, they should 
10 go for a picnic." With plans like thiS, Mrs. Ramsay 
is at her best. "Everything seemed possible. Everything 
8. P. 65. 
9. P. 152. 
10. P. 157. 
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seemed right. Just now (but this cannot last, she 
thought, dissociating herself from the moment while 
they were all talking about boots) just now she had 
reached security; she hovered like a hawk suspended; 
like a flag floated in an element of joy which filled 
every nerve of her body fully and sweetly, not nOisily, 
solemnly rather. "11 
The oonstant demands of her Children, her husband 
and the guests make her feel that "she was nothing but 
a sponge sopped full of human emotions; "12 yet she 
cannot forget her duties, her plaoe as hostess. At 
dinner the whole responsibility is upon her. "Nothing 
seemed to have merged. They all sat separate. And the 
whole of the effort of merging and flowing and creating 
rested on her ••••• And in pity for him (William Banke~) 
she began all this business, as a sailor not without 
weariness sees the wind fill his sail and yet hardly 
wants to be off again ••••• 13 How old she looks, how worn 
she looks, Lily thought, and how remote. Then when she 
turned to William Bankes, smiling, it was as if the 
ship had turned and the sun had struck its sails again. H14 
11. P. 157. 
12. P. 51. 
13. P. 126. 
14. P. 127. 
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It is indeed a relief to Mrs. Ramsay when the 
children have gone to bed, when the house is quiet, 
and she can forget about setting an example for them 
and putting her guests at ease. 
For now she need not think about 
anybody. She could be herself, by 
herself. And that was what now she 
often felt the need of - to think; 
well, not even to think. To be 
silent; to be alone. All the being 
and the doing, expansive, glittering, 
vocal, evaporated, and one shrunk 
with a sense of solemnity, to being 
oneself, a wedge-shaped core of 
darkness, something invisible to 
others ••••• There was a freedom, there 
was peace, there was, most welcome of 
all, a summoning together, a resting 
on a platform of stability. Not as 
oneself did one find rest ever, in 
her experience (she accomplished here 
something dexterous with her needles) 
but as a wedge of darkness. Losing 
personality, one lost the fret, the 
hurry, the stir; and there rose to 
her lips always some exclamation in 
triumph over life when things come 
together in this peace, this rest, 
this eternity.lo 
In spite of her devotion to him, Mrs. Ramsay is 
quite sensitive to her husband's faults. She resents 
his "phrase-making", and his carrying truth to such an 
extreme that he loses his sense of tact and his ability 
to hide his emotions. She is quite dazed when he bursts 
forth with "Ds.mn you" in answer to her hope that the 
15. P. 90-96. 
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weather will be fine. lS Again at the dinner table he 
beoomes tremendously angry with poor old Mr. Carmichael, 
who merely wishes some more soup. 
He was sorewing up his face, he was 
scowling and frowning, and flushing 
with anger ••••• lt was unthinkable, 
it was detestable (so he signalled to 
her across the table) that Augustus 
should be beginning his soup over 
again. He loathed people eating when 
he had finished. She saw his anger 
fly like a pack of hounds into his 
eyes, ~~s brow, and she knew that in 
a moment something violent would 
explode and then - thank goodness! 
She saw him clutch himself and clap 
a brake on the wheel, and the whole 
of his body seemed to emit sparks but 
not words. He sat there scowling. 
He had said nothing, he would have 
her observe. Let her give him the 
oredit for that] ••• Why could he never 
conceal his feelings? Mrs. Ramsay 
wondered. 17 
Still Mrs. Ramsay does not feel in the least superior 
or patronizing towards him. She marvels at his intellect, 
his fairness, his sense of truth. "There was nobody 
whom she reverenced as she reverenced him. p18 "She had 
complete trust in him. p19 During the dinner conversa-
tion, she waits for him to voice his opinion, 
For if he said a thing, it would make 
all the difference. He went to the 
heart of things. He cared about fisher-
16. P. 30. 
17. P. 145. 
18. P. 51. 
19. P. 178. 
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men and their wages. He could not 
sleep for thinking of them. It was 
altogether different when he spoke; 
one did not feel then, pray heaven 
you don't see how little I care, 
because one did care. Then, realizing 
that it was because she admired him so 
much that she was waiting for him to 
speak, she felt as if somebody had been 
praising her husband to her and their 
marriage, and she glowed allover 
without realizing that it was she 
herself who had praised him. ZO 
As he comes to her for sympathy, so in distress 
she goes to him for "something more, though she did 
21 
not know, could not think what it was she wanted." 
Do say something, she thought, wishing only to hear 
his voice. For the shadow, the thing folding them in 
was beginning, she felt, to close round her again. 
Say anything, she begged, looking at him, as if for 
help."22 Recognizing and dreading her mood of despair, 
of pessimism, "You won't finish that stocking tonight," 
he said, pOinting to her stocking. That was what she 
wanted - the asperity in his voice reproving her. If 
ha says it's wrong to be pessimistic probably it is 
wrong, she thought. n23 
Yet her own philosophy does not really change. 
20. P. 143. 
21. P. 176. 
22. P. 184. 
23. P. 184. 
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Despite her own comfortable life, she sees the 
world as a place where no happiness lasts, where 
misery is possible and probable. Nor does she have 
God to turn to. When without thinking she says "We are 
in the hands of the Lord,124 she is immediately angry 
with herself. "Who had said it? Not she; she had been 
trapped into saying something she did not mean ••• The 
insinoerity slipping in among the truths roused her, 
annoyed her ••• How oould any Lord have made this world? 
she asked. With her mind she had always seized the 
faot that there is no reason, order, justice; but 
suffering, death, the poor. There was no treaohery 
too base for the world to commit; she knew that. No 
happiness lasted; she knew that. ,,25 She despaired at 
the thought of her ohildren growing up, a.nd losing 
their young gaiety and joy. Loving James, she thinks 
He will never be so happy again, but 
stopped herself, remembering how it 
angered her husband that she should 
say that. Why take suoh a gloomy 
view of life? he said. It is not 
sensible. For it was odd, and she 
believed it to be true; that with all 
his gloom and desperation he was 
happier, more hopeful on the whole, 
than she was. Less exposed to human 
worries, perhaps that was it. 26 
And again, "She must admit that she felt this thing that 
24. P. 97. 
25. P. 98. 
26. P. 91. 
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she called life terrible, hostile, and quick to pounce 
on you if you gave it a ohance. There were the eter-
nal problems: suffering, death, the poor. H27 
It is true that her children are happy now. The 
reader is given glimpses of them during their busy 
day, busy as every day is to a child in a large family. 
James is the baby who is most petted by his mother, 
perhaps beoause he is the baby. 
Oh, but she never wanted James to grow 
a day older~ or Cam either. These two 
she would have liked to keep forever 
just as they were, demons of wickedness, 
8.ngels of delight, never to see them 
grow up into long legged monsters. 
Nothing made up for the loss. When she 
read just now to James, 'And there were 
numbers of soldiers with kettle drums 
and trumpets', and his eyes darkened, 
she thought, why should they grow up 
and lose all that? He was the most 
gifted, the most sensitive of her 
children. But all, she thought, were 
full of promise. Prue, a perfect angel 
with the others, a.nd sometimes now, at 
night especially, she took one's breath 
away with her beauty. Andrew - even 
her husband admitted that his gift for 
mathematics was extraordinary. And 
Nancy and Roger, they were both wild 
creatures, now scampering about over 
the country all day long. As for Rose, 
her mouth was too big, but she had a 
wonderful gift with her hands. If 
they had charades, Rose made the 
dresses; made everything; liked best 
arranging tables, flowers, anything. 
She did not like it that Jasper should 
shoot birds; but it was only a stage; 
27. P. 92. 
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they all went through stages. Why, 
she asked, pressing her chin on James's 
head, should they grow up so fast' Why 
should they go to school? She would 
have liked always to have had a baby. 
She w~A happiest carrying one in her 
arms •. 
In contrast to Mr. Ramsay, she is perfectly at 
ease with her children; she seems to realize the 
importance of treating them as people with good sense. 
Especially small James is happiest with his mother: 
"He hated the twang and twitter of his father's 
emotion which, vibrating around them, disturbed the 
perfect simplicity and good sense of his relatione 
with hie mother. p29 The other children take their 
father more for granted, admiring his intelligence, his 
warmth or affection, even daring to laugh at him 
occasionally so that when Mrs. Ramsay sees her children 
"with some joke of their own going on, she guessed, 
from the twitching of their lips, something they were 
30 
hoarding up to laugh over in their own room," she 
only hopes that it is not about their father. Then, 
with a faint premonition of death, "No, she thought 
not. What was it, she wondered sadly rather, for it 
seemed to her that they would laugh when she was not 
there. ,,31 
28. P. 115. 
29. P. 58. 
30. P. 164. 
31. P. 164. 
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With sympathy and understanding she jokes with 
them, saying emphatically they would not wait dinner 
for the Queen of England, or the Empress of Mexico, 
"laughing at Jasper; for he shared his mother's vice; 
32 he, too, exaggerated." This same sympathy is re-
flected as Jasper and Rose are choosing the jewels she 
shall wear. 
But she let them take their time to 
choose: she let Rose, particularly, 
take up this and then that, and hold 
her jewels against the black dress, 
for this little ceremony of choosing 
jewels, which was gone through every 
night, was what Rose liked best, she 
knew. She had some hidden reason of 
her own for attaching great importance 
to this Qhoosing what her mother was 
to wear. 33 
Mrs. Ramsay experiences a let down feeling when 
Paul and Minta appear, although they have become engaged. 
And for a moment she felt what she had 
never expected to feel again. Jealousy. 
For he, her husband, felt it too, -
Minta's glow ••••• But indeed she was not 
jealous, only, now and then, when she 
made herself look in her glass a little 
resentful that she had grown old, per-
haps by her own fau1t.3~ 
The house becomes quiet as the children and the 
guests scatter after dinner, and Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay 
are alone, each reading. For her, "All the odds and 
32. P. 120. 
33. P. 122. 
34. P. 149. 
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ends of the day stuck to this magnet; her mind felt 
swept, felt clean. M35 She realizes that her husband 
wants to be reassured of her love, and characteristically 
she tries to think of something she can do for him to 
prove her lovel 
And as she looked at him she began to smile, for 
though she had not said a word, he 
knew, of course he knew, that she 
loved him. He could not deny it. 
And smiling she looked out of the 
window and said (thinking to herself, 
Nothing on earth can equal this 
happiness) -
'Yes, you were right. It's 
going to be wet tomorrow. You won't 
be able to go.' And she looked at 
him smiling. For she had triumphed 
again. She had not said it: yet he 
knew. 36 
The full power of Virginia Woolf's prose is demon-
strated in the middle portion of the book, which is in 
striking contrast to the detailed first chapter. Here 
the most important events in the family life are briefly 
recorded in parentheses, even the news of Mrs. Ramsay's 
death, so simply and impersonally told as is word of the 
death of·both Prue and Andrew that it is like a dash of 
cold water after such a welter of descriptive phrases 
about the stormy nights, and the restless sleeper seeking 
an answer to his doubts: 
35. P. 181. 
36. P. 186. 
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Almost it would appear that it is 
useless in such confusion to ask the 
night those questions as to what, and 
why, and wherefore, which tempt the 
sleeper from his bed to seek an 
answer. (Mr. Ramsay, stumbling along 
a passage one dark morning, stretched 
his arms out, but Mrs. Ramsay having 
died rather suddenly the night before, 
his arms, though stretched out, 
remained empty. )37 
First one rainy night passes, then a succession 
of nights, "full of wind and destruction,n38 bringing 
with them tarnish and decay, until with a change of 
seasons, 
loveliness reigned and stillness, 
and together made the shape of love-
liness itself, a form from which 
life had parted ••••• Loveliness and 
stillness clasped hands in the 
bedroom, and among the shrouded 
jugs and sheeted chairs even the 
praying of the wind, and the soft 
noise of the clammy sea airs, 
rubbing, snuffling, iterating, and 
reiterating the questions - "Will 
you fade? Will you perish?" -
scaroely disturbed the peace, the 
indifference, the air of pure 
integrity, as if the question they 
asked scarcely needed that they 
should answer: "We remain. ,,39 
Summer and winter suoceed each other until the 
house is truly on the brink of decay. 
For now had come that moment, that 
hesitation when dawn trembles and 
37. P. 193-194. 
38. P. 193. 
39. P. 195. 
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night pauses, when if a feather alight 
in the scale it will be weighed down. 
One feather, and the house, sinking, 
falling, would have turned and pitched 
downwards to the depths of darkness. 40 
However, the feather was withheld, and Mrs. McNab 
and Mrs. Bast, armed with pails and mops, attacked the 
dirt and corruption, for the Ramsays are returning. 
In the final section Lily Briscoe is the most 
important character. With Lily the reader watches Mr. 
Ramsay and the children leave on the long postponed 
lighthouse trip; remembers Mrs. Ramsay and recalls the 
events of that summer ten years before; and perforce 
ponders on the mysteries of life itself and the impact 
of the various characters up on life and one another. 
Lily despairingly realizes that Mr. Ramsay expects 
from her the same consolation he obtained from his wife: 
This was one of those moments when 
an enormous need urged him, without 
being conscious what it was, to approach 
any woman, to force them, he did not 
care how, his need was so great, to give 
him what he wanted: sympathy.41 
Fidgeting, trying to think of some answer, peeved 
at Mrs. Ramsay for always having humored him so, all 
she Can do is notiee his boots. 
She was ashamed of herself. To 
praise his boots when he had shown her 
40. P. 208. 
41. P. 225. 
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his bleeding hands, his lacerated 
heart, and asked her to ,pity them, 
then to say, cheerfully, "Ah, but 
what beautiful boots you wear!" 
deserved, she knew, and she looked 
up expecting to get it, in one of 
his sud.den roars of ill temper, 
complete annihilation. 42 
He responds very favorably, however, and happily shows 
her a wonderful method of tying a shoelace knot, so 
that "thus occupied he seemed to her a figure of 
infinite pathos, "43 and she is angry with Cam and 
James for their sullenness and lack of enthusiasm as 
they leave with him. 
As she paints, she remembers 
Mrs. Ramsay saying, "Life stands still 
here", Mrs. Ramsay making of the 
moment something permanent (as in 
another sphere Lily herself tried to 
make of the moment something permanent) 
••• Mrs. Ramsay! Mrs. P~msay! she44 repeated. She owed it all to her. 
Lily's feelings towards Mrs. Ramsay are full of 
contradictions. She loved her, almost adored her, yet 
resented her planning and managing. The thought of 
Paul's and Minta's unsuccessful marriage brings Lily a 
feeling of triumph over Mrs. Ramsay as does the fact 
that she and William Bankes never married. "What was 
this mania of hers for marriage? Lily wondered. 11 45 
42. P. 229. 
43. P. 230. 
44. P. 241. 
45. P. 262. 
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And then she remembers Paul the night he became en-
gaged. 
Suddenly, as suddenly as a star slides 
in the sky, a reddish light seemed to 
burn in her mind, covering Paul Raylay, 
issuing from him ••• For a sight, for a 
glory it surpassed everything in her 
experience, and burnt year after year 
like a signal fire on a desert island 
at the edge of the sea, and one had only 
to say, "in love" and instantly, as 46 
happened now, up rose Paul's fire again. 
Lily wonders at the love shared by Mr. and Mrs. 
Ramsay, the happiness of their relationships, a,lthough 
she cannot completely understand it. She thinks of 
lithe delight in the reward they had, which though the 
reason of it escaped her, evidently conferred on them 
the most supreme bliss of which human nature was cap-
able. 1147 Then, recalling the not infrequent scenes 
which upset the household, "It would be a mistake, she 
thought, thinking how they walked off together, arm in 
arm, past the greenhouse, to simplify their relation-
ship. It was no monotony of bliss - she with her 
impulses and quicknessesj he with his shudders and 
glooms. "48 
She remembers how busy Mrs. Ramsay was, never wasting 
time, perhaps visiting the poor in a stuffy room, taking 
them a basket of food. 
46. P. 262. 
47. P. 226. 
48. P. 296. 
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One would be thinking of Greek temples 
and how beauty had been with them there 
in that stuffy little room. She never 
talked of it - she went, punctually, 
directly. It was her instinct to go, 
an instinct like the swallows for the 
south, the artichokes for the sun, 
turning her infallibly to the human
49 race, making her nest in its heart •. 
Delving into the past, uncovering the various sides 
of Mrs. Ramsay's character, 
One wanted fifty pairs of eyes to see 
with, she reflected. Fifty pairs of 
eyes were not enough to get round 
that one woman with" she thought. 
Among them must be one that was stone 
blind to her beauty. One wanted most 
some secret sense, fine as air, with 
which to steal through keyholes to 
surround her where she sat knitting, 
talking, sitting silent in the window 
alone; which took to itself and 
treasured up like the air which held 
the smoke of a steamer, her thoughts, 
her imaginations, her desires. 50 
During most of the last chapter Lily is working at 
her overdue picture of the scene around her. She has 
long felt frustrated by her inability to portray what 
her mind ce.n at times vision so clearly. Glancing at 
the canvas, 
She could have wept. It was bad, it 
was infinitely badl She could have 
done it differently of course; the 
colour could have been thinned and 
faded; the shapes etherealisedi that 
49. P. 298. 
50. P. 294. 
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was how Paunceforte would have seen 
1t. But then she d1d not see 1t 11ke 
that. She saw the colour burn1ng on 
a framework of steel; the 11ght of a 
butterfly's w1ng ly1ng upon the 
arches of a cathedral. Of all that 
only a few random marks scrawled upon the 
canvas rema1ned. 5l 
Attempt1ng that day long ago to expla1n her mean-
1ng to Mr. Bankes, she f1nds 1t necessary to take up 
her brush as she talks. 
She took up once more her old pa1nt1ng 
pos1t1on w1th the d1m eyes and the 
absent m1nded manner, subdu1ng all her 
1mpress1ons as a woman to someth1ng much 
more general; becom1ng once more under 
the power of that v1s1on which she had 
seen clearly once and must now grope 
for among hedges and houses and mothers 
and children - her p1cture. 52 
Then, ten years later, she seems to feel that 1f 
she can just oomplete her p1cture, 1t w111 symbo11ze a 
draw1ng together of certa1n parts of her 11fe. 
Per1shed. Alone. The grey-green l1ght 
on the wall oppos1te. The empty places. 
Such were some of the parts, but how 
br1ng them together? she asked ••••• 
Suddenly she remembered. When she had 
sat there last ten years ago there had 
been a l1ttle spr1g or leaf pattern on 
the table-cloth, wh1ch she had~oked 
at 1n a moment of revelat1on. There had 
been a problem about a foreground of a 
p1cture. Move the tree to the middle, 
she had said. She had never finished 
that picture. She would paint that 
picture now. It had been knocking about 
51. P. 75. 
52. P. 82. 
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in her mind all these years ••••• The 
question was ot some relation between 
those masses. She had borne it in 
her mind all these years. It seemed 
as it the solution had oome to her: 53 she knew now what she wanted to do. 
Yet she still oannot translate her impression to 
the canvas. 
She had been wasting her morning. For 
whatever reason she could not achieve 
that razor edge of balance between two 
opposite forces; Mr. Ramsay and the 
pioture; which was necessary. There 
was something perhaps wrong with the 
design? Was it, she wondered, that the 
line of the wall wanted breaking, was 
it that the mass of the trees was too 
heavy? She smiled ironioally; for had 
she not thought, when she began that 
she had solved her problem? •••• It was 
a miserable ma~ine, an inefficient 
machine, she thought, the human 
apparatus for painting or feeling; it 
always broke down at the critical 
moment; herOically, one must force it 
on ••••• Let it oome, she thought, if it 
will come. For there are moments when 
one can neither think nor feel. And 
if one can neither thi~ nor feel, she 
thought, where is one? 
As she waits there, someone in the house sits by 
the window, casting a shadow which alters the oomposition 
of the scene. 
It was interesting. It might be useful. 
Her mood was coming back to her. One 
must keep on looking without for a second 
relaxing the intensity of emotion, the 
53. P. 220-221. 
54. P. 287 -288. 
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determina.tion not to be put off, not 
to be bamboozled. One must hold the 
scene - so - in a vise and let nothing 
oome in and spoil it. One wanted, she 
thought, dipping her brush deliberately, 
to be on a level with ordinary exper-
ience, to feel simply that's a chair, 
that's a table, and yet at the same 
time, it's a miraole, it's an ecstasy. 
The problem might be solved after all. 05 
As she looked out over the sea, in the distance she 
disoovers that the boat has reached the lighthouse. With 
a sigh of relief and exhaustion, she turns to old Mr. 
Carmichael standing beside her, -looking like an old 
pagan god, shaggy, with weeds in his hair and the 
trident (it was only a Frenoh novel) in his hand, "56 
aB he says, "They will have landed." She feels the 
communion of spirit with him that she had felt a few 
moments before as he dozed near her: 
She felt that she had been right. 
They had not needed to speak. They 
had been thinking the same things and 
he had answered her without her ask-
ing him anything. He stood there as 
if he were spreading his hands over 
all the weakness and suffering of 
mankind; she thought he was surveying, 
tolerantly and compassionately, their 
final destiny. 57 
In a mood of satisfied fulfillment, she quickly 
turns to her canvas. 
55. P. 300. 
56. P. 309. 
57. P. 309. 
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There it was - her picture. Yes, with 
all its greens and blues, its lines 
running up and across, its attempt at 
something. It would be hung in the 
attics, she thought; it would be 
destroyed. But what did that matter? 
she asked herself, taking up her 
brush again. She looked at the steps; 
they were empty; she looked at her 
canvas; it was blurred. With a sudden 
intensity, as if she saw it clear for 
a second, she drew a line there, in the 
center. It was done; it was finished. 
Yes, she thought, laying down her 
brush in extreme fatigue, I have had my 
vision. 58 
Interwoven with Lily's reverie is the trip to the 
lighthouse with its rather tens& atmosphere, and silent, 
but none the less real, struggle between Mr. Ramsay on 
one hand and Cam and James on the other. Both children 
are fiercely resentful of the fact that they were forced 
to come. 
Speak to him they could not. They must 
come; they must follow. They must walk 
behind him carrying brown paper parcels. 
But they vowed, in silence, as they 
walked, to stand by each other and carry 
out the great compact - to resist tyranny 
to the death. So there they would sit, 
one at one end of the boat, one at the 
other, in silence. 59 
Cam begins to weaken as she watches her father 
listen to Macalister's story about a boat sinking, men 
drowning. 
58. P. 309-310. 
59. P. 243. 
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Cam thought, feeling proud of him 
without knowing quite why, had he been 
there he would have launched the life-
boat, he would have reached the wreck, 
Cam thought. He was so brave, he was 
so adventurous, Cam thought. But she 
remembered. There was the compact; to 
resist tyranny to the death. Their 
grievance weighed them down. TheY68ad 
been forced; they had been bidden. 
Her father realizes that something is wrong, and 
gently tries to smooth over their relationship. 
I will make her smile at me, he thought. 
She looks frightened. She was so silent. 
He clutched his fingers, and determined 
that his voice and his face and all the 
quick expressive gestures which had been 
at his command making people pity him 
and praise him all these years should 
subdue themselves. He would make her 
smile at him. He would find some simple 
easy thing to say to her. But what? 
For, wrapped up in his work as he was, 
he forgot the sort of thing one said. 
There was a puppy. They had a puppy. 
Who was looking after the puppy today? 
he asked. Yes, thought James pitilessly, 
seeing his sister's head against the 
sail, now she will give way.6l 
In spite of his fear, Cam does not yield, although 
she yearns to answer her father. She can find no way to 
remain 
fierce and loyal to the compact, yet 
passing on to her father, unsuspected 
by James, a private token of the love 
she felt for him ••• For she thought, 
looking at James who kept his eyes 
dispassionately on the sail, or glanced 
now and then for a second at the horizon, 
60. P. 246. 
61. P. 250. 
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you're not exposed to it, to this 
pressure and division of ~~eling, this 
extraordinary temptation. 
With maturity of thought, she realizes the great 
attraction her father has for her in spite of his 
temper and his tyranny. 
James' resentment stems from his father's harsh-
ness on that day ten years before when he so firmly 
stated that the trip was impossible. Since then "He 
had always kept this old symbol of taking a knife and 
striking his father to the heart. "63 Yet he too is 
subjected to the division of emotion which overcomes 
Cam t for liAs he grew older, and sat staring at his 
father in an impotent rage, it was not him, that old 
man reading, whom he wanted to kill, but it was the 
thing that descended on him - without his knowing it 
64 perhaps..... He had come to feel, quite often lately, 
when his father said something or did something which 
surprised the others, there were two pairs of footprints 
only; his own and his father's. They alone knew each 
other. "65 
Dragging her hand through the waves, Cam feels a 
"fountain of joy at the change, at the escape, at the 
62. P. 252. 
63. P. 273. 
64. P. 273. 
65. P. 275. 
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adventure (that s.he should be alive, that she should be 
there).H66 Her thoughts of her father become more 
tender, and she thinks "He was not vain, nor a tyrant 
and did not wish to make you pity him. Indeed, if he 
saw she was there, reading a book, he would ask her, as 
gently as anyone could, was there nothing he could give 
her?167 
As they near the Lighthouse, Mr. Ramsay says 
triumphantly "'Well done!' James had steered them like 
a born sailor. There! Cam thought, addressing herself 
silently to James. You've got it at last. For she 
knew that this was what James had been wanting and she 
knew that now he had got it he was so pleased that he 
would not look at her or at his father or at anyone. 168 
The end of the trip, therefore, brings a surge of 
affection for their father that engulfs their past 
bitterness, so that they both wish to express their 
feeling in some way: 
They watched him, both of them, sitting 
bare-headed with his parcel on his knee 
staring and staring at the frail blue 
shape which seemed like the vapour of 
something that had burnt itself away. 
What do you want? they both wanted to 
ask. They both wanted to say, ask us 
anything and we will give it you. But 
he did not ask them anything. He sat 
66. P. 280. 
67. P. 282. 
68. P. 306. 
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and looked at the island and he might 
be thinking, We perished, each alone, 
or he might be thinking, I have reached 
it. I have found it; but he said noth-
ing. 69 
In this book Virginia Woolf's power of meditation 
is indeed blended with her sense of narrative so that 
an effective and delicate balance is achieved. At the 
end Lily with renewed vision completes her picture, and 
as they finally reach the lighthouse, Cam and James 
experience a feeling of sympathy and gratitude for their 
father. Not only are all the threads of the story 
tastefully interwoven but also psychological f1nesse 
and insight blend with artistic unity in produoing a 
capital story. 
69. P. 308. 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF VIRGINIA WOOLF 
Virginia Woolf might easily be classified as a 
romantic naturalist, since her whole, pratical 
philosophy seems to be based, not upon any belief in 
the existence of God and eternal life of the individ-
ual soul, but rather on a reliance upon Nature and 
the entire Universe. And though she keeps, or contrives 
to keep, the past and present in an almost intimate 
relation, yet there is scarcely a reference to or 
recognition of the future as such, except the constant 
awareness and haunting fear of the passing of time, 
ending in inevitable and imminent death. The incessant 
repetition of the processes of Nature, and their 
indifference to the needs and desires of man not only 
fascinated Virginia Woolf, but also formed a basic 
part of her productive thought life. 
Along with this high regard for Nature is a deep 
interest in daily living. Virginia Woolf, a person of 
tremendous zest, enjoyed life keenly in spite of its 
terrors. She felt that its hidden meanings and worths 
were often revealed by little flashes of insight, so 
that certain moments and signal experiences are indelibly 
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recorded on the human consciousness. These crucial 
illuminations she deemed especially necessary for 
understa.nding other people i and while she was 
tremendously interested in all human relationships and 
adjustments, yet she fully realized the difficulty of 
thoroughly knowing another person. Her chief concern, 
however, with other persons was restricted to 
individuals rather than to classes, for Virginia Woolf's 
social consciousness was never too highly developed. 
A naturalist, then, vitally aware of the forces 
of the universe, deeply concerned with the problems of 
life and death, a,lways striving to evaluate the complex 
reactions of the human consciousness - this is Virginia 
Woolf. These main aspects of her philosophy are re-
flected not only in the general themes of her novels, 
but more directly through the author-controlled lyrical 
passages, and indirectly as she reveals her thought 
processes in the reflections of her characters, which 
appear in the utterances both of Mrs. Ramsay, with whom 
Virginia Woolf obviously sympathizes, a.nd of Septimus 
Smith, whose neurotic outlook is given importance by 
repetition. By elaborating these suggestions this 
chapter will attempt to illustrate more fully Virginia 
Woolf's philosophy. 
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Nowhere in the publications of Virginia Woolf 
does there appear a positive belief in God. She 
seems to feel that the world. is too cold and cruel to 
be dominated by any personal being and that the uni-
verse is a purely mechanical affair which merely 
repeats its neverending and monotonous cycles. So 
when Mrs. Ramsay inadvertently thinks of the Lord, she 
becomes angry with herself: 
What brought her to say that: tlWe 
are in the hands of the Lord?" she won-
dered. The insincerity slipping in 
among the truths roused her, annoyed her. 
She returned to her knitting again. How 
could any Lord have made this world? she 
asked. With her mind she had always 
seized the fact that there is no reason, 
order, justice: but suffering, death, the 
poor. There was no treachery too base 
for the world to commit: she knew that. 
No happiness lasted; she knew that. l 
Mrs. Dalloway joins with Mrs. Ramsay in affirming 
tlNot for a moment did she believe in God. ,,2 Mrs. 
Dalloway's substitute seems to be a sort of transcendental 
belief that atter death individuals live on either in 
places they have inhabited or in people they have known: 
Did it matter then, she asked herself, 
walking towards Bond Street, did it 
matter that she must inevitably cease 
completely; all this must go on without 
her; did she resent it; or did it not 
become consoling to believe that death 
1. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 98. 
2. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 43. 
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ended absolutely? but that somehow in 
the streets of London, on the ebb and 
flow of things, here, there, she sur-
vived, Peter survived, lived in each 
other, she being part, she was positive, 
of the trees at home; of the house there, 
ugly, rambling, all to bits and pieces 
as it was; part of people she had never 
met; being laid out like a mist between 
the people she knew best, who lifted 
her on their branches as she had seen 
the trees lift the mist, but it spread 
ever so far, her life, herse1f. 3 
Peter re-states her belief with a slightly different 
emphasis: 
She believed (for all her scepticism), 
that since our apparit1ons, the part of 
us which appears, are so momentary com-
pared with the other, the unseen part of 
us, which spreads Wide, the unseen might 
survive, be recovered somehow attached 
to this person or that, or iven haunting 
certain places after death. 
This view of the individual, so small when compared 
with nature and the eternity of the universe, is con-
stantly appearing in Virginia Woolf. A sense of the 
brevity of life, of the flow and change that are'felt 
by all her major characters. In Jacob's Room Virginia 
Woolf states it thus: "In any case life is but a pro-
cession of shadOWS, and God knows why it is that we 
embrace them so eagerly, and see them depart with such 
anguish, being shadows. ,,5 
3. Ibid., p. 12. 
4. Ibid., p. 232. 
5. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 118. 
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The passage of time is strongly felt by Mrs. 
Dalloway: "But she feared time i tse lf, and, read on 
Lady Bruton's face, as if it had been a dial cut in 
impassive stone, the dwindling of life; how year by 
year her share was sliced ••• feeling herself suddenly 
shrivelled, aged, breastless. H6 Death often enters 
Clarissa's mind, for as she thinks about the routine of 
her life, she concludes, "It was enough - after that, 
how unbelievable death wasl - that it must end."? 
Nature's ever-changing cycle is also portrayed: 
So on a summer's day waves collect, 
overbalance, a.nd fall; collect and fall; 
a,nd the whole world seems to be saying 
'that is all' more and more ponderously, 
until even the heart in the body which 
lies in the sun on the beach says too, 
That is all. Fear no more, says the 
heart. Fear no more, says the heart, 
committing its burden to some sea, which 
sighs collectively for all sorrows, and 
renews, begins, collects, lets fall. 8 
One of Virginia Woolf's most impressively developed 
symbols along this line is pictured in the singing, 
beggar woman, the old "rusty pump" in Mrs. Dalloway. 
Her voice is "the voice of no age or sex, the voice of 
an ancient spring spouting from the earth. H9 As the 
symbol of eternal womanhood and of eternal love, she 
6. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 44-45. 
? Ibid., p. 185. 
8. Ibid., p. 58-59. 
9. Ibid., p. 122. 
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sings now and forever of her lover of a million years 
ago: 
Through all ages - when the pavement was 
grass, when it was swamp, through the age 
of tusk and mammoth, through the age of 
silent sunrise, the battered woman - for 
she wore a skirt - with her right hand 
exposed, her left clutching at her side, 
stood singing of love, - love which has 
lasted a million years, she sang, love 
which prevails, and millions of years ago, 
her lover, who had been dead these cen-
turies, had walked, she crooned, with her 
in May; but in the course of ages, long as 
summer days, and flaming, she remembered, 
with nothing but red asters, he had gone; 
death's enormous sickle had swept those 
tremendous hills, and when at last she 
laid her hoary and immensely aged head 
on the earth, now become a mere cinder of 
ice, she implored the Gods to lay by her 
side a bunch of purple heather, there on 
her high burial place which the last rays 
of the last sun caressed; for then the 
pageant of the universe would be over ••• 
Still remembering how once in some 
primeval May she had walked with her 
lover, this rusty pump, this battered 
old woman with one hand exposed for 
coppers the other clutching her side 
would still be there in ten million years, 
remembering how once she had walked in 
May, where the sea flows now, with whom 
it did not matter - he was a man, oh, yes, 
a man who had loved her ••• She smiled, 
pocketing her shilling, and all peering 
inquisitive eyes seemed blotted out, and 
the passing generations - the pavement 
was crowded with bustling middle-class 
people - vanished, like leaves, to be 
trodden under, to be soaked and steeped 
and made mould of by that eternal spring -
ee um fab um so 
foo swee too eem 00 10 
10. Ibid., p. 123-124. 
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Mrs. Ramsay and Lily, in ~ The Lighthouse, are 
both impressed by a sense of fleeting time. The waves 
beating on the beach, the constant circle of the light 
from the Lighthouse, the illusion of being completely 
isolated trom the rest of the world by the sea - all 
these enhance such a feeling. To Mrs. Ramsay, the 
sound ot the waves "like a ghostly roll of drums 
remorselessly beat the measure of life, made one think 
of the destruction of the island and its engulfment in 
the sea, and warned her whose day had slipped past in 
one quick doing after another that it was all ephemeral 
as a rainbow. pll 
Again, "Only she thought life - and a little strip 
of time presented itself to here.yes - her fifty years. 
There it was before her - life. "12 
Even Mr. Ramsay is affected by the sense of the 
smallness of one's existence: 
They would stem the flood a bit. That 
was a good bit of work on the whole -
his eight children. They showed he did 
not damn the poor little universe 
entirely, for on an evening like this, 
he thought, looking at the land dwindling 
away, the little island seemed pathetically 
small, half swallowed up in the sea. "Poor 
little place," he murmured with a sigh. 13 
11. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 28. 
12. Ibid., p. 91. 
13. Ibid., P. 106. 
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Nanoy, playing by a small pond full of minnows and 
plants, becomes aware of the hugeness of the nearby sea 
in oomparison: 
She beoame with all the power sweeping 
savagely in and inevitably withdrawing, 
hypnotised, and the two senses of that 
vastness and this tininess (the pool 
had diminished again) flowering within 
it made her feel that she was bound hand 
and foot and unable to move by the 
intensity of feelings which reduced her 
own body, her own life, and the lives of 
all the people in the world, forever, to 
nothingness. 14 
Lily Briscoe, watching the sea and the dunes, feels 
a oertain sadness, "partly because distant views seem to 
outlast by a million years (Lily thought) the gazer and 
to be oommuning already with a sky which beholds an 
earth entirely at rest. M15 
In the lyrioal and emotional "Time Passes", when 
nature so nearly takes over the summer home, destroying 
all traoes of habitation, the tremendous power of nature 
and her insensibility to mankind is stressed: "Did 
nature supplement what man advanoed? Did she oomplete 
what he began? With equal complaoenoe she saw his misery, 
his meanness, and his torture ••••• 16 What power could 
17 now prevent the fertility, the insensibility of nature?" 
14. Ibid., p. 115. 
15. lOIQ., p. 34. 
16. Ibid., p. 202. 
17. Ibid., p. 207. 
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Perhaps Virginia Woolf regarded her writing as the 
one thing from out of the smallness of her life that 
would endure, because in her main characters, each seems 
to have one special contribution that is her challenge 
to death and obscurity. Mrs. Dalloway has her parties: 
"Nothing else had she of the slightest importance: could 
18 not think, write, even play the piano." Mrs. Ramsay 
has her ever-flowing well of sympathy, her power to draw 
together, merge, and soothe. 
As for Lily, painting is her answer to the inescapa-
bility of death, to the eternity of nature and the uni-
verse. Silently conversing with Mr. Carmichael, she 
thinks, "that would have been his answer, presumably, 
how 'you' and 'I' and 'she' pass and vanish; nothing 
stays; all ohanges; but not words, not paint.,,19 
Away from the gigantic ,concepts of the universe, 
Virginia Woolf seems to feel that there is a certain 
exuberance and excitement contained in everyday life. 
Jacob feels a youthful joy in such simple situations as 
talking with a friend, walking down the road, or boating 
with Timmy: 
Now Jacob began plunging about, half 
to stretch himself, half in a kind of jollity, 
18. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 185. 
19. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 267. 
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no doubt, for the strangest sound issued 
from his lips as he furled the sail, 
rubbed the plates - gruff, tuneless - a 
sort of paean, for having grasped the 
argument, for being master of the 
situation, sunburnt, unshaven, capable 
into the bargain of sailing round the 
world in a ten-ton yacht, which, very 
likely, he would do one of these days 
instead of settling down in a lawyer's 
office and wearing spats.20 
Mrs. Dalloway especially is full of this vivacious-
For Heaven only knows why one loves it 
so, how one sees it so, making it up, 
building it round one, tumbling it, 
creating it every moment afresh; but 
the veriest frumps ••• do the same; can't 
be dealt with, she felt positive, by 
Acts of Parliament for that very reason; 
they love life ••• in the triumph and the 
jingle and the strange high singing of 
some aeroplane overhead was what she 
loved; life; London; this moment of June. 2l 
Peter says of her, "And of course she enjoyed life 
immensely. It was her nature to enjoy ••• She enjoyed 
practically everything. "22 
Counteracting this sense of animation, however, is 
the somber and oft-repeated thought that the world is 
impersonal, bitter, cruel and treacherous; that no 
happiness lasts; that loneliness and death are always 
waiting. As Virginia Woolf states in Jacob's Room, 
20. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 80. 
21. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 5. 
22. Ibid., p. 118. 
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"Indeed, there has never been any explanation of the 
ebb and flow in our veins - of happiness and unhappi-
ness."23 While Jacob watches the Cornish hills, the 
author meditates about him: 
Somehow or other, loveliness is infernally 
sad. Yes, the chimneys and the coast-
guard stations and the little bay with the 
waves breaking unseen by anyone make one 
remember the overpowering sorrow. And what 
can this sorrow be? 
It is brewed by the earth itself. It 
comes from the houses on the coast. We 
start transparent, and then the cloud 
thickens. All history backs our pane of 
glass. To escape is vain. 24 
Septimus Smith and Mrs. Dalloway are psychologically 
bound together by a fear of life and a terror of the 
world. Hearing the news of Septimus' death, Clarissa 
thinks, "Then (she had felt it only this morning) there 
was the terror; the overwhelming incapacity, one's 
parents giving it into one's hands, this life, to be 
lived to the end, to be walked with serenely; there was 
in the depths of her heart an awful fear. ,,25 And 
Septimus, unable to face this terror, was constantly 
haunted by a fear of loneliness along with a sort of a 
horror of mankind: 
For the truth is (let her ignore it) 
that human beings have neither kind-
ness, nor faith, nor charity beyond 
23. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 235. 
24. Ibid., p. 78. 
25. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 281. 
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what serves to increase the pleasure 
of the moment. They hunt in packs. 
Their packs scour the desert and vanish 
screaming into the wilderness. They 
desert the fallen. 26 
Mrs. Ramsay too is aware of the imperfections of 
human beings, "aware of the pettiness of some part of 
her, and of human relations, how flawed they are, how 
despicable, how self-seeking at their best. ,,27 She 
feels that she is constantly engaged in a struggle with 
life, trying to make the best of an impossible situation: 
A sort of transaction went on between 
them (herself and Life) in which she 
was on one side, and life was on 
another, and she was always trying to 
get the better of it, as it was of her; 
and sometimes they parleyed (when she 
sat alone); there were, she remembered, 
great reconciliation scenes; but for 
the most part, oddly enough, she must 
admit that she felt this thing that she 
called life terrible, hostile, and 
quick to pounce on you if you gave it 
a chance. There were the eternal 
problems: suffering, death; the poor. 
There was always a woman dying of 
cancer over here. And yet she had said 
to all these children, You shall go 
through it all ••••• For that reason, 
knowing what was before them - love and 
ambition and being wretched alone in 
dreary places - she had often the 
feeling, Why must they grow up and lose 
it all? And then she said to herself, 
brandishing her sword at life~ Nonsense. 
They will be perfectly happy.~B 
26. Ibid., p. 135. 
27. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 66. 
2B. Ibid., p. 92. 
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Discouraged .as she may be concerning the level of 
human's behavior, Virginia Woolf constantly meditates 
on the human character in relation to itself and to 
others. Reflected in her stories and in her characters 
is the basic thought that one individual can never 
really know and understand another, so that "it seems 
that a profound, impartial, and absolutely just opinion 
of our fellow creatures is utterly unknown. "29 Never 
does Virginia Woolf evaluate her characters, explain 
their motives or their actions for the reader. Generally 
the reader is left to ferret out the best he Can not 
only what the characters themselves think but also their 
reactions and the other responses to the other characters. 
Thus we have it in Jacob's Room: "It is no use trying to 
sum people up. One must follow hints, not exactly what 
is said, nor yet entirely what is done. "30 
This whole novel is based upon the principle of pre-
senting a character through such hints, but relying 
mainly upon those given by Jacob's associates. Virginia 
Woolf recognizes that even this is an incomplete method 
of character study: 
The proximity of the omnibuses gave the 
outside passengers an opportunity to 
stare into each other's faces. Yet few 
29. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 118. 
30. Ibid., p. 262. 
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took advantage of it. Each had his 
own business to think of. Each had 
his past shut in him like the leaves 
of a book known to him by heart; and 
his friends could only read the title, 
James Spalding, or Charles Budgeon, 
and the passengers going the opposite 
way could read nothing at all - save 
"a man with a red moustache," "a young 
man in grey smoking a pipe. 1131 
And such physical descriptions mean very little, for the 
essence of personality is what is important: "But 
surely of all futile occupations this of cataloguing 
features is the worst. One word is sufficient. But if 
one cannot find it?,,32 
Certainly in Mrs. Dalloway the most important 
characters examine themselves and each other. Peter is 
more emotional and hasty in his decisions; Richard is 
calm and. tolerant, while ClarissB, varies; yet she is 
consistent in one thing: "She would not say of anyone 
in the world now that they were this or were that. She 
felt very young; at the same time unspeakably aged ••••• 
and she would not say of Peter, she would not say of 
herself, I am this, I am that. ,,33 
Perha.ps this conviction stems from her realization 
that she herself bas so ma.ny sides: 
31. Ibid., p. 105. 
32. Ibid., p. 116. 
33. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 11. 
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That was herself - pointed; dartlike; 
definite. That was herself when some 
effort, some calIon her to be herself 
drew the parts together, she alone 
knew how different, how incompatible 
and composed so for the world only 
into one center, one diamond, one woman 
who sat in her drawing-room and made a 
meeting-point, a radiancy no doubt in 
some dull lives, a refuge for the lonely 
to come to, perhaps; she had helped young 
people, who were grateful to her; had 
tried to be the same always, never show-
ing a sign of all the other sides of her -
faults, jealousies, vanities, suspicions, 
like this of Lady Bruton not asking her 
to lunch; which, she thought (combing her 
hair finally), is utterly basel Now 
where was her dress?34 
Along with Clarissa's theory of how difficult it 
is to know someone else is its corollary that the best 
method of making such an effort is to be familiar with 
that someone's background, family and friends. Accord-
ing to Peter: 
They [9larissa and PeteiJ had heaps of 
theories, always theories, as young 
people have. It was to explain the 
feeling they had of dissatisfaction; 
not knowing people; not being known. 
For how could they know each other? You 
met every day; then not for six months, 
or years. . 
It was unsatisfactory, they agreed, how 
little one knew people. But she said, 
sitting on the bus going up Shaftesbury 
Avenue, she felt herself everywhere; 
not "here, here, here"; and she tapped 
the back of the seat; but everywhere. 
She waved her hand, going up Shaftesbury 
34. Ibid., p. 55. 
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Avenue. She was all that. So that to 
know her, or anyone, one must seek out 
the people who completed them; even the 
places. Odd affinities she had with 
people she had never spoken to, some 
woman in the street, some man behind a 
counter - even trees, or barns. 35 
In To The Lighthouse, Lily Briscoe is generally 
seen as the ponderer, the meditator. Confused by her 
contradictory feelings regarding both Mr. Bankes and Mr. 
Ramsay, she wonders: 
How then did it work out, all this? 
How did one judge people, think of them? 
How did one add up this and that and 
conclude that it was liking one felt, or 
disliking? And to these words, what 
meaning attached, after all?36 
Filled with love and admiration, she sits close to 
Mrs. Ramsay, wildly hoping that by some means she can 
become a definite part of her secret, inner compartments 
of beauty and wisdom: 
What art was there, known to love 
or cunning, by which one pressed through 
into those secret chambers? What device 
for becoming, like waters poured into 
one jar, inextricably the same, one with 
the object one adored? Could the body 
achieve, or the mind, subtly mingling in 
the intricate passages of the brain? or 
the heart? Could loving, as people called 
it, make her s.nd Mrs. Ramsay one? for it 
wS.s not knowledge bu t uni ty that she 
desired, not inscriptions on tablets, 
nothing that could be written in any 
language known to men, but intimacy itself, 
35. Ibid., p. 231. 
36. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 40. 
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which is knowledge, she had thought, 
leaning her head on Mrs. Ramsay's knee. 
Nothing happened. Nothing! 
Nothing! as she leant her head against 
Mrs. Ramsay's knee~ And yet, she knew 
knowledge and wisdom were stored up in 
Mrs. Ramsay's heart. How then she had 
asked herself, did one know one thing 
or a,nother thing about people, sealed as 
they were?37 
Lily realizes, then, that our attempts to know each 
other are generally unsuccessful, and the results even 
occasionally ridiculous: "Who knows what we are, what 
we feel? Who knows even at the moment of intimacy, This 
is knowledge?II38 "Half one's notions of other people 
were, after all, grotesque. They served private pur-
poses of one's own. 1139 
Virginia Woolf seems to feel that whether or not 
an individual fully knows another person, yet he yearns 
for companionship; there is always a feeling of loneli-
ness about her characters. Jacob is sad as he watches 
the Greeks passing by his window: "Their lack of concern 
for him was not the cause of his gloom; but some more 
profound conviction - it was not that he himself happened 
to be lonely, but that all people are,,;40 Clarissa, shaken. 
by Richard's lunching with Lady Bruton, thinks, "He has 
37. Ibid., p. 79. 
38. Ibid., p. 256. 
39. Ibid., p. 293. 
40. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 238. 
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left me; I am alone forever n;41 And to Mr. Ramsay the 
42 
phrase keeps recurring; "We perished each alone." 
Peter, going to the party, realizes this need for 
friends: 
For this is the truth about our 
soul, he thought, our self, who fish-
like inhabits deep seas and plies among 
obscurities threading her way between 
the boles of giant weeds, over sun-
flickered spaces and on and on into 
gloom, cold, deep, inscrutable; suddenly 
she shoots to the surface and sports on 
the wind-wrinkled waves; that is, has a 
positive need to brush, scrape, kindle 
herself, gossiping. 43 
The relation between the sexes interests Virginia 
Woolf considerably. Love between a man and a woman is 
at once horrible and beautiful, at once full of bliss 
and full of terror. With a sudden bitterness and 
jealousy, Clarissa thinks how detestable love is: "The 
cruelest things in the world, she thought, seeing them 
clumsy, hot, domineering, hypocritical, eavesdropping, 
jealous, infinitely cruel and unscrupulous, dressed in 
a mackintosh coat, on the landing; love and religion ••••• 
Love destroyed too. Everything that was fine, every-
thing that was true went. ft44 Yet when she is with Peter, 
"extraordinarily at her ease with him and light-hearted, 
41. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 70. 
42. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 247, 249, 253. 
43. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 244. 
44. Ibid., p. 191-192. 
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all in a clap it came over her, If I had married him, 
this gaiety would have been mine all day. ,,45 
Even Lily Briscoe is fascinated by Paul's and 
Minta's love: 
It is so beautiful, so exciting, this 
love, that I tremble on the verge of 
it, a.nd offer, quite out of my own 
habit, to look for a brooch on a beach; 
also it is the stupidest, the most 
barbaric of human passions, and turns 
a nice young man with a profile like 
a gem's (Paul's was exquisite) into a 
bully with a crowbar (he was swaggering, 
he was insolent) in the Mile End Road. 
Yet, she said to herself, from the dawn 
of time odes have been sung to love; 
wreaths heaped and rosesj and if you 
asked nine people out of ten they would 
say they wanted nothing but this - love; 
while the women, judging from her own 
experience, would all ·the time be 
feeling, This is not what we want; there 
is nothing more tedious, puerile, and 
inhumane than this; yet it is also 
beautiful and necessary.46 
Ten years later she is wondering about Mrs. Ramsay's 
mania for marriage, and 
(Suddenly, as suddenly as a star 
slides in the sky, a reddish light seemed 
to burn in her mind, covering Paul Raylay, 
issuing from him. It rose like a fire 
sent up in token of some celebration by 
savages on a distant beach. She heard 
the roar and the crackle. The whole sea 
for miles round ran red and gold. Some 
winey smell mixed with it and intoxicated 
her, for she felt again her own headlong 
45. Ibid., p. 70. 
46. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 154-155. 
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desire to throw herself off the cliff 
and be drowned looking for a pearl 
brooch on a beach. And the roar and 
the crackle repelled her with fear 
and disgust, as if while she saw its 
splendour and power she saw too how it 
fed on the treasure of the house, 
greedily, disgustingly, and she loathed 
it. But for a sight, for a glory it 
surpassed everything-in her experience, 
and burnt year after year like a signal 
fire on a desert island at the edge of 
the sea, and one had only to say "in 
love" and instantly, as happened now, 
up rose Paul's fire again. And it sank 
and she said to herself, laughing, liThe 
Rayley's"i how Paul went to coffee-
houses and played chess. )47 
In marriage there can be achieved a certain stabil-
'ity, a certain security which is so necessary to the 
individual. In her sadness, Clarissa wants Richard: 
"Richard, Richard} she cried, as a sleeper in the night 
starts and stretches a hand in the dark for help. ,,48 
And in her fear and terror ot life, "Even now, quite often 
if Riohard had not been there reading the Times, so that 
she could crouch like a bird and gradually revive, send 
roaring up that immeasurable delight, rubbing stick to 
49 stick, one thing with another, she must have perished." 
The mutual dependence of the Ramsays has been pre-
viously discussed, but along with their need for each 
other is an intimacy and an understanding, even the lack 
47. Ibid., p. 261-262. 
48. Woolf, Virginia, ~. Dalloway, p. 70. 
49. ~., p. 281-282. 
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of need for speech at times. So Mrs. Ramsay can let her 
husband know of her love without saying a word: 
Then, knowing that he was watching her, 
instead of saying anything, she turned, 
holding her stocking, and looked at him. 
And as she looked at him she began to 
smile, for though she had not said a 
word, he knew, of course he knew, that 
she loved him. He could not deny it. 
And smiling, she looked out of the 
window and said (thinking to herself, 
Nothing on earth can equal this 
happiness) - "Yes, you were right. It's 
going to be. wet tomorrow. You won't be 
able to go." And she looked at him 
smiling. For she had triumphed again. 
She had not said it; yet he knew. OO 
Quite similar to this is the passage in Mrs. 
Dalloway where Richard comes in with the flowers, deter-
mined to tell Clarissa of his love for her. 
(But he could not bring himself to say 
he loved her; not in so many words. ) 
But how ~ovely, she said, taking his 
flowers. She understood; she understood 
without his speaking; his Clarissa ••••• 
(But he could not tell her he loved her. 
He held her hand. Happiness is this, 
he thought. )51 
Nevertheless in all love relations Virginia Woolf 
seems to feel that there is danger of too much demand 
as well as too little privacy of the soul. Clarissa 
reassures herself that she was right not to marry Peter, 
because "in marriage a little license, a little independ-
ence, there must be between people living together day in 
50. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 185-186. 
51. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 179-180. 
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day out in the same house. ft52 
Even Mrs. Ramsay, full of sympathy and love, be-
comes exhausted by the emotional demands of her husband: 
"So boasting of her oapaoity to surround and protect, 
there was soarcely a shell of herself left for her to 
know herself by.n 53 Lily in retrospect oriticizes Mrs. 
Ramsay for giving so much of herself to anyone: "Mrs. 
Ramsay had given. Giving, giving, giving, she had 
died - and had left all this. Really, she was angry 
with Mrs. Ramsay."54 
The only real and clear meaning of life as seen by 
Virginia Woolf seems to be a series of small, stabilized, 
exquisite moments that are like matches lit in the dark-
ness of the world. Clarissa, pondering on the intimacy 
she has experienced with various women friends, recognizes 
such an illumination: 
Only for a moment; but it was enough: 
It was a sudden revelation, a tinge 
like a blush which one tried to check 
and then, as it spread, one yielded to 
its expansion, and rushed to the 
farthest verge and there quivered and 
felt the world come closer, swollen 
with some astonishing significance, 
some pressure of rapture, which split 
its thin skin and gushed and poured 
with an extraordinary alleviation over 
the oracks and soresl Then, for that 
moment, she had seen an illumination; 
52. Ibid., p. 52. 
53. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 60. 
54. Ibid., p. 223. 
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a match burning in a crocus; an inner 
meaning almost expressed. 55 
Lily also feels that the "little daily miracles", 
the permanent memories, are what count in the world so 
full of change and chaos: 
The great revelation had never come. 
The great revelation perhaps never did 
come. Instead there were little daily 
miracles, illuminations, matches 
struck unexpectedly in the dark; here 
was one. This, that, and the other; 
herself and Charles Tansley and the 
breaking wave; Mrs. Ramsay bringing 
them together; Mrs. Ramsay saying, 
"Life stand still here"; Mrs. Ramsay 
making of the moment something perma-
nent (as in another sphere Lily 
herself tried to make of the moment 
something permanent) - this was of 
the nature of a revelation. In the 
midst of chaos there was sha~e; this 
eternal passing and flowing (she 
looked at the clouds going and the 
leaves shaking) was struck into sta-
bility. Life stand still here, Mrs. 
Ramsay said.56 
At the dinner table Mrs. Ramsay suddenly experiences 
a feeling of security, of suspension from the rush of 
time which seemed to bind the group together: 
There is a coherence in things, a 
stability; something,_ she meant, is 
immune from change, and shines out 
(she glanced at the window with its 
ripple of reflected lights) in the 
face of the flowing, the fleeting, 
the spectral, like a ruby; so that 
again tonight she had the feeling she 
55. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 47. 
56. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 241. 
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had had once today, already, of peace, 
of rest. Of such moments, she thought, 
the thing is made that endures. 57 
The memory of Mrs. Ramsay sitting by her side 
discussing the expressive power of silence seems sudden-
ly important to Lily, and she marks another one of those 
stabilized moments: "The moment at least seemed extra-
ordinarily fertile. She rammed a little hole in the 
sand and covered it up, by way of burying in it the 
perfection of the moment. It was like a drop of silver 
in which one dipped and illumined the darkness of the 
past. n58 
Virginia Woolf seems to feel that there are some 
people whose mission it is to combine, to create, to 
bring together disparate elements. In Jacob's Room she 
says: "'Try to penetrate,' for as we lift the cup, shake 
the hand, express the hope, something whispers, Is this 
all? Can I never know, share, be certain?"59 And again 
in To The Lighthouse, Lily thinks, "There might be 
lovers whose gift it was to choose out the elements of 
things and place them together and so, giving them a 
wholeness not theirs in life, make of some scene, or 
meeting of people (all now gone and separate), one of 
57. ~., P. 158. 
58. Ibid., p. 256. 
59. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 156. 
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those globed compacted things over which thought lin-
gers, and love plays.lt60 
Mrs. Ramsay is filled with a sense of her 
responsibility for bringing together any group of 
which she is a part. At the dinner table, 
Nothing seemed to have merged. They 
all sat separate. And the whole of 
the effort of merging and flowing and 
creating rested on her. Again she 
felt, as a fact without hostility, the 
sterility of men, for if she did not 
do it nobody would do it, and so, 
giving herself the little shake that 
one gives a watch that has stopped, 
the old familiar pulse began beating, 
as the watch begins ticking - one, 
two, three, one, two, three. 61 
Although no one is sympathetic with Mrs. Dalloway's 
impulse to give parties, they are very important to her. 
She thinks of all her friends who are so separate and 
lonely and feels that she must at least do something 
to bring everyone together. "And it was an offering; 
to combine, to create; but to whom? An offering for the 
sake of offering, perhaps. Anyhow, it was her gift. 
Nothing else had she of the slightest importance. lt62 
Along with this responsibility for stabilizing and 
bringing together is the conviction tha.t although life 
and the world are menacing and terrifying, one's duty 
60. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 286. 
61. Ibid., p. 126. 
62. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dallowal, p. 185. 
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demands the little kindnesses and a certain gracious-
ness and thoughtfulness. So it comes about that Mrs. 
Ramsay is struck by pity for Charles Tansley and asks 
him to go with her to town; for Augustus Carmichael and 
asks if she can bring him anything; for Mr. Bankes and 
tries to draw him in the family Circle. 
Mrs. Dalloway is also similarly impressed that she 
must repay all those rapturous moments she has exper-
ienced: 
Moments like this are buds on the tree 
of life, flowers of darkness they are, 
she thought (as if some lovely rose had 
blossomed for her eyes only); not for a 
moment did she believe in God; but all 
the more, she thought, taking up the 
pad, must one repay in daily life to 
servants, yes to dogs and canaries, 
above all to Richard her husband, who 
was the foundation of it - of the gay 
sounds, of the green lights, of the 
cook even whistling, for Mrs. Walker 
was Irish and whistled all day long -
one must pay back from this secret 
deposit of exquisite moments, she thought. 63 
Peter states practically the same thing a little 
less sentimentally even if a little more crudely: 
Possibly she said to herself, as we are 
a doomed race, chained to a sinking ship, 
(her favorite reading as a girl was Huxley 
and Tyndall, and they were fond of these 
nautical metaphors), as the whole thing is 
a bad joke, let us, at any rate, do our 
part; mitigate the sufferings of our fellow-
prisoners (Huxley again); decorate the 
63. Ibid., p. 43. 
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dungeon with flowers and. air-cushions; 
be as decent as we possibly can. Those 
ruffians, the Gods, shan't have it all 
their own way - her notion being that 
the Gods, who never lost a chance of 
hurting, thwarting and spoiling human 
lives were seriously put out if, all 
the same, you behaved like a lady •.• Later 
she wasn't so positive perhaps; she thought 
there were no Gods; no one was to blame; 
and so she evolved this atheist's religion 
of doing good for the sake of goodness. 64 
This "doing good for the sake of goodness" does 
not go too far with Virginia Woolf, however, remaining 
more on an intellectual and meditative level. She 
apparently is not a person to be overburdened with con-
cern for the unfortunates in the slums or the starving 
Europeans. Yet her attitude does not seem cold blooded. 
The reader's sympathy is all with Mrs. Dalloway, who 
"cared much more for her roses than for the Armenians. 
Hunted out of existence, maimed, frozen, the victims of 
cruelty and injustice (she had heard Richard say so 
over and over again) - no, she could feel nothing for 
the Albanians, or was it the Armenians? but she loved 
her roses (didn't that help the Armenians?),,65 And a 
bitter picture indeed is painted of the professional 
do-gooder, the ugly, glowering Doris Kilman, t-Tho "out of 
her meagre income set aside so much for causes she 
64. 1£!£., p. 117-118. 
65. Ibid., p. 182. 
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believed in. ,,66 
Even the sympathetic V~s. Ramsay who visits the 
poor with baskets admires without sharing her husband's 
sense of social responsibility: "He cared about fisher-
men and their wages. He could not sleep for thinking 
of them. It was altogether different when he spoke; 
one did not feel then, pray heaven you don't see how 
Ii tt le I care, because one did care. It 67 
What Virginia Woolf has to say, then, is not 
particularly cheering; most often the meditations of 
her characters on the problems of life and the universe 
seem to be rather morose and gloomy. This heaviness is 
lightened generally by an intense love,of living, a 
deep appreciation of the possibilities of human relation-
ships, and by a whimsical sense of humor which illumines 
all her writing. Tragically, these tempering influences 
were not enough to hold back the tide of despair in 
Virginia Woolf's own mind. Perhaps the "little daily 
miracles, the matches struck unexpectedly in the dark" 
were extinguished, leaving only the hopeless blackness. 
Like Clarissa, Virginia Woolf felt "theterror; the over-
whelming incapacity, one's parents giving it into one's 
66. Ibid., p. 190. 
67. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 143. 
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hands t this life t to be walked with serenity; 
there was in the depths of her heart an awful fear. 11 68 
Unlike Clarissa, who somehow through Septimus' death 
felt that she was saved J that she could and must go on t 
Virginia \,loolf did perish, and by her own hand, 
seemingly unable to face up to life's demands and 
largely overwhelmed by the intolerability of her own 
life. 
68. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 28. 
THE STYLE OF VIRGINIA WOOLF 
Virginia Woolf's style, always unique, is never 
wi thout design, but genere.lly the result of painstaking 
effort to find the best possible way of conveying 
exactly what she wanted to express. There is much 
preoccupation with the consciousness of her characters, 
with their relationships to each other and with their 
lives as staged against a background of the mysteries 
of time and experience. Virginia Woolf's belief was 
almost one of fervor in the hopelessness of ever really 
knowing another individual; she was certain, without 
too much conviction, of the transience and relative 
inconsequence of all concrete things. Such notions and 
emotions demanded a different technique from that of any 
ordinary writer; e. g., from one who has an intricate 
and charming story to tell, or the writer with a social 
message to exploit, or the more partisan author who 
seeks to enforce a particular philosophical pOint of 
view. 
Imaginative, poetic, impressionistic, whimsical, 
materialistic, - all these words might be used in any 
serious attempt to sum up the effect of Virginia Woolf's 
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style. Her sensitive touch colors her prose with a 
thoughtful, delicate shade which varies with the 
degree of emotional intensity. There is an easy flow 
of words as she subtly builds up a mood or feeling; 
brief simplicity and lyrical imagery are found side by 
side in impressive contrast. 
There is a marked change in the style of Virginia 
Woolf's later books from her earlier works. The Voyage 
Out and Night and Day indeed are constructed like any 
conventional novel, even to the point of over-striving 
for the supposedly necessary plot complications. In 
Jacob's Room. however, Virginia Woolf breaks away from 
the traditional style, evidently inspired by her belief, 
expressed in The Common Reader, that the novelist's 
first duty is to present life as it is, recording the 
atoms as they fall, tracing the disconnected pattern, 
including any and all feelings and thoughts. 
Apparently Virginia Woolf felt that this carefree 
method was not too successful; life was still elusive, 
and a more disciplined method was necessary to portray 
it effectively. In Mrs. Da110waY and To The Lighthouse 
there is a shift from merely recording the atoms as they 
fall to noting the patterns in which they fall. As a 
result, a more integrated form, a smoother flow and a 
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clearer view of the humen consciousness are afforded, 
so that her dual problem of "flux and form" is most 
satisfactorily solved, and at the same time her lyrical, 
delicate style is enhanced rather than obscured. 
Perhaps one of the most interesting features of 
her writing is the constantly shifting point of view 
which she employs. Virginia Woolf seems to occupy a 
position midway between that of the traditional author 
who reports action, and the completely untraditional 
novelist, such as Joyce, who stays wholly in the mind 
of his characters. Although the consciousness of her 
characters is the important thing, still Virginia Woolf 
herself can be seen through the various shifts; she never 
entirely releases her own control of the thoughts of the 
characters. This more personal treatment of the stream 
of consciousness gives a subjective, rather impression-
istic effect. Virginia Woolf herself can be seen 
brooding over life through the person of her characters, 
so much so that her novels take on a poetic quality. 
In Jacob's ~ we see much more of Virginia Woolf 
as the author than in the other two books. She even 
talks to the reader as she includes him in her thoughts. 
Conversationally, she watches Jacob as he walks down 
Shaftesbury Avenue. "He has turned to go. As for 
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following him baok to his rooms, no - that we won't do. 
Yet that, of oourse, is precisely what one does. III She 
herself observes the passing scene, with its multitude 
of people who really are irrelevant to her story. The 
many poetic interludes interspersed through the book 
come directly from her. With an impressionistic touch 
she paints the scene for the reader: 
The snow, which had been falling all 
night, lay at three o'clock in the after-
over the fields and the hill. Clumps of 
withered grass stood out upon the hill-top; 
the furze bushes were black, a.nd now and 
then a black shiver crossed the snow as 
the wind drove flurries of frozen particles 
before it. The sound was that of a broom 
sweeping - sweeping. 
The stream crept along by the road 
unseen by anyone. Sticks and leaves caught 
in the frozen grass. The skin was sullen 
grey and the trees of black iron. Uncompro-
mising was the severity of the country. At 
four o'clock the snow was again falling. 
The day had gone out. 2 
Virginia Woolf provides most of the philosophical 
thoughts of Jacob's Room, leaving the impression at 
times that she has momentarily forgotten her characters. 
Thus the sight of Fanny Elmer sitting for a portrait 
prompts the thought that "As for the beauty of women, 
it is like the light on the sea, never constant to a 
single wave. They all have it; they all lost it ••• thus 
1. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 159. 
2. Ibid., p. 165. 
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if' you talk of' abeautif'ul woms.n you mean only some-
thing f'lying f'ast which for a second uses the eyes, 
lips, or cheeks of' Fa.nny Elmer, for example, to glow 
through. n3 A belief' in life after death through the 
places and people with whom we have associated, wonder 
at the impossibility of "reaching, touching, penetrating 
the individua.l heart,"4 recognition that nature some-
times satisfies when "as for men and women, let them go 
hang,n 5_ these represent Virginia Woolf's thoughtful 
reflections. 
In the other two books, however, her technique 
largely ohanges. The point of view is nearly always 
that of one of the characters; yet at the same time 
there is a sort of playing with the point of view. 
Especially in Mrs. Dalloway, it is frequently difficult 
to decide just who is doing the thinking, the observing, 
or the philosophizing. The opening sentence states 
that Mrs. Dalloway would buy the flowers herself, "For 
Lucy had her work cut out for her. The doors would be 
taken of'f' their hinges; Rumpelmeyers's men were ooming. 
And then, thought Clarissa Dalloway, what a morning -
3. Ibid., p. 195. 
4. Ibid., p. 156. 
5. Ibid., p. 239. 
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fresh as if issued to children on a beach. H6 Already 
the question raises itself whether Virginia Woolf is 
explaining about the busy day or whether we have 
entered Mrs. Dalloway's consciousness. The tucked-in 
"thought Clarissa Dalloway" would lead to the latter 
conclusion. Later on, lonely and bewildered by 
Septimus' actions, Rezia "put on her new hat and he 
never noticedj and he was happy without her. Nothing 
could make her happy without him1 Nothing1 He was 
selfish. So men are. ,,7 Though at first glance the 
author seems to be traditionally interpreting for the 
reader, again the probability is that the point of view 
belongs to Rezia, not to Virginia Woolf. 
One gains the impression that Virginia Woolf does 
not feel justified in entering the scene too much, but 
that occasionally she almost slips into giving an 
opinion or an emotion, then covers up by attributing 
that opinion or emotion to one of her characters. Thus 
she writes that "one feels even in the midst of the 
traffic, or waking at night," - then carefully set in -
"Clarissa was positive, a particular hush or solemnity ••• 
6. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 3. 
7. Ibid., p. 34. 
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before Big Ben strikes. "8 As Peter leaves Clarissa's 
house, "silence falls on London; and falls on the 
mind. Effort ceases. Time flaps on the mast. There 
we stop; there we stand. Rigid, the skeleton of habit 
alone upholds the human frame;" - then, Peter suddenly 
controls the point of view: - "where there is nothing, 
Peter Walsh said to himself, feeling hollowed out, 
utterly empty within."g 
This is done at times with a kind of whimsical 
touch of humor, and Virginia Woolf will ascribe a cer-
tain sentiment to a character who does not really seem 
capable of such a delicate thought. Thus Elizabeth is 
described: "She was like a poplar, she was like a river, 
she was like a hyacinth," - and, almost as an after-
thought - "Willie Titcomb was thinking. HlO We cannot 
help wondering if it is not Virginia Woolf rather than 
Willie who would describe Elizabeth in such terms, and 
that it is she again, instead of Mr. Bentley, who would 
think of the disappearing aeroplane as a "bright spark; 
an aspiration, a concentration; a symbol (so it seemed 
to Mr. Bentley, vigorously rolling his strip of turf at 
Greenwich) of man' s soul." 11 
8. Ibid., p. 4. 
9. Ibid., p. 74. 
10. Ibid., p. 287. 
11. Ibid. , p. 40. 
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Often too in the midst of a character's thoughts 
there is a rather exaggerated use of the simile or 
metaphor, which may, or may not, be part of the char-
acter's stream of consciousness - and may, or may not, 
have been inserted by Virginia Woolf. So Peter recalls 
his refusal by Clarissa: "It almost broke my heart, 
too, he tho~ght; and was overcome with his own grief, 
which rose like a moon looked at from a terrace, ghastly 
beautiful with light from the sunken day. 1112 
Again in To The Lighthouse the point of view shifts 
from character to character, yet again it seems that 
Virginia Woolf too enters in. Especially does this 
seem true with the reactions and thoughts of Lily Bris-
coe, the artist visiting the Ramsays, who seems placed 
in the book almost for the express purpose of musing 
about the other characters and constantly questioning 
the eternal problems of life and human experience. Her 
conclusions mostly are those that Virginia Woolf herself 
would reach. Resting for a moment, she wonders about 
the meaning of life, "the general question which was apt 
to particularise itself as such moments as these":13 
That was all - a simple question; one 
that tended to close in on you with 
12. Ibid., p. 62. 
13. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 240. 
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years. The great revelation had never 
come. The great revelation perhaps 
never did come. Instead there were 
little daily miracles, illuminations, 
matches struck unexpectedly in the 
dark; here was one. This, that and 
the other ••• In the midst of chaos 
there was shape; this eternal passing 
and flowing (she looked at the clouds 
going and the leaves shaking) was 
struck into stability.14 
Such an illumination is experienced by Clarissa 
Dalloway as she sees the old woman next door going to 
bed. Terrifically shaken by the news of the unknown 
young man's suicide, she contrasts herself with him, 
overcome by a sense of guilt because he had thrown life 
away, had defied old age, whereas "she had once thrown 
a shilling into the Serpentine, never anything more. 1115 
Then, watching her neighbor, "She felt somehow very 
like him - the young man who had killed himself. She 
felt glad that he had done it, thrown it away. The 
clock was striking; the leaden circles dissolved in the 
air. He made her feel the beauty; made her feel the 
fun. But she must go back. She must assemble. 11 16 
In somewhat the same manner Lily Briscoe is enabled 
to finish her painting at the precise moment that she 
and Mr. Carmichael come into sympathy with each other, 
and at the moment that Mr. Ramsay and his children reach 
14. Ibid., p. 240-241. 
15. WOOIf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 280. 
16. Ibid., p. 284. ---
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an understanding:. 
She looked at her canvas; it was 
blurred. With a sudden intensity, as 
if she saw it clear for a second, she 
drew a line there, in the center. It 
was done; it was finished. Yes, she 
thought, laying down her brush in ex-
treme fatigue, I have had my vision. l ? 
These shifts of character to character are done 
quite smoothly, and usually with logical sequence. 
EVidently Virginia Woolf felt that such transition 
connecting the episodes with a certain fluidity, tended 
to convey her mood of reverie, as she developed this 
more in the later books than in Jacob's Room. Here the 
episodes are often completely disconnected, with the 
irrelevance of happenings being really played up_ The 
point of view often changes from one character to 
another, from one scene to another, from one time to 
another, with scarcely any logical connections. Although 
perhaps the pure stream of consciousness technique is 
full of such irrelevancies, yet in Mrs. Dalloway and To 
The Lighthouse the story moves along with much more ease 
and grace because of the easy transitions. Instead of 
becoming a series of isolated episodes, there is a sense 
of completion, of wholeness, of an uninterrupted reverie 
which flows on continuously. 
I? Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 310. 
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Frequently it is the specific time of day that 
serves as a connecting link between characters. 
PTwelve o'clock struck as Clarissa Dalloway laid her 
green d.ress on her bed, and the Warren Smiths walked 
down Harley Street. Twelve was the·hour of their 
appointment. p18 The clock strikes three as Richard 
enters Dean's Yard, coming from Lady Bruton's luncheon. 
"Lunch parties waste the entire afternoon, he thought, 
approaching his door. The sound of Big Ben flooded 
Clarissa's drawing room, v,rhere she sat, ever so annoyed, 
at her writing table. "19 The clock striking 4:30 a 
minute late reminds Clarissa of all the little details 
to be arranged for her party; the same late clock 
striking, with its "lapful of odds and ends seemed to 
break lila the spray of an exhausted wave upon the body 
of Miss Kilman. H20 
Sometimes it is the sight of a certain objeotor a 
given person which joins the characters. In To The 
Lighthouse the reader shifts from Lily's consciousness 
to that of Mr. Bankes as both see Mr. Ramsay looking at 
the sea, then walking away.2l The point of view is Mr. 
18. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 142. 
19. Ibid., p. 178. 
20. Ibid., p. 194. 
21. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 71. 
< . 
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Ramsay's at the end of one episode because he sees his 
wife get her green shawl; the next section begins with 
Mrs. Ramsay: "She folded the green shawl about her 
shoulders. She took his arm. ,,22 Walking along with Mr. 
Ramsay, she wonders "Was that not Lily Briscoe stroll-
ing along with William Bankes?" And thus the scene 
shifts: "He had been to Amsterdam, Mr. Bankes was say-
ing as he strolled across the lawn with Lily Briscoe.H~ 
The use of time is quite interesting in Virginia 
Woolf's writings, especially in Mrs. Dalloway, where the 
whole story takes place during twelve hours, and where 
we are constantly made aware of the time of day. The 
inevitability of the passage of time is emphasized not 
only by the recurrence of the time references, but also 
by the repeated use of such phrases as "First a warning, 
musical; then the hour, irrevocable. H24 An impression 
of the fluidity of time a~d experience is gained by 
repeated descriptions of the sound of the striking clocks 
dying away in the d.istance: 
It was precisely twelve o'clock; twelve 
by Big Ben; whose stroke was wafted over 
the northern part of London; blent with 
that of other clocks, mixed in a thin 
ethereal way with the clouds and wisps 6f 
smoke, and died up there among the seagulls ••• 
22. Ibid., p. 100. 
23. Ibid., p. 109. 
24. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. D~lloway, p. 5, 177. 
, . 
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The leaden circles dissolved in the 
air. 25 
\ 
This mood of transition, of constant flow, of change, 
is evident also in Virginia Woolf's writing in her re-
peated use of metaphors which stress the fleeting and the 
impermanent. Rezia, sitting alone, speaks aloud, and no 
one answers. "There was nobody. Her words faded. So a 
rocket fades. Its sparks, having grazed their way into 
the night, surrender to it. Dark descends, pours over 
the outlines of houses and towers. n26 Later, with 
Septimus, "She sighed as she sat sewing. Her sigh was 
tender and enchanting, like the wind outside a wood in . 
the evening. "27 
In a mood of expectation Clarissa thinks how fresh 
and calm the air was in the early morning, "like the 
flap of a wave; the kiss of a wave. "28 The thought of a 
calm, engulfing stream recurs to her in the flower shop, 
as she feels that the beauty and'pleasant scent "were a 
wave which she let flow over her and surmount that hatred. n29 
Quiet again descends on her as she sews: nso on a summer's 
day waves collect, overbalance and fall; collect and fall; 
25. Ibid., p. 142. 
26. Ibid., p. 34. 
27. Ibid., p. 214. 
28. Ibid. , p. 3. 
29. Ibid., p. 19. 
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fear no more, says the heart, oommitting its burden to 
some sea, whioh sighs oolleotively for all sor~ows, 
and renews, begins, oolleots, lets fall. n30 
The important looking motor oar whioh drives 
mysteriously down the street leaves ouriosity in its 
wake: "Rumors were at onoe in oiroulation, passing 
invisibly, inaudibly, like a oloud, swift, veil-like 
upon hills, falling indeed with something of a oloud's 
sudden sobriety and stillness upon faoes whioh a seoond 
before had been disorderly.n3l 
These referenoes to the water, wind, olouds, rookets 
and smoke, 8,11 transient and ever-oh~mging, blend in 
harmony with Virginia Woolf's mood of the ebb and flow 
of life. 
Virginia Woolf seems to have a mystio sense oon-
oerning the passing of time. Aotual events and exper-
ienoes lose their importanoe and are regarded in a sort 
of mysterious perspeotive which shrouds them in opaqueness. 
The things that really oount are thoughts, relationships, 
memories and dreams rather than the more oonorete aotions. 
The oonsuming of a decade in the middle section of To The 
Lighthouse is quite a oontrast in this respect to the 
other two seotions, eaoh of which is oomposed of a single 
30. Ibid., p. 59. 
31. Ibid., p. 20. 
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day, with thoughts and events given in great detail. 
The ten years just drift by in shadowy indistinot 
fashion, without ohrono10gioa1 emphasis. Lyrioa1, 
imaginative interludes oonoerning the seasons or the 
empty house and the sea, reoeive muoh more attention 
than the few faots concerning the characters, which 
are considered so unimportant that they are enclosed in 
parentheses. Mrs. P~say, really the main character of 
the book, dies during these ten years, but the fact of 
her death is told us as if by a,fterthought, wi th no 
details: "Mr. Ramsay, stumbling along a passage one 
dark morning, stretched his arms out, but Mrs. Ramsay 
having died rather suddenly the night before, his arms, 
though stretched out, remained empty. 1132 How different 
this is from the preceding paragraphs, where the winter 
season dominates the soene: 
Night,' however, succeeds to night. 
The winter holds a pack of them in store 
and deals them equally, evenly, with 
indefatigable fingers. They lengthen; 
they darken. Some of them hold aloft 
clear planets, plates of brightness. The 
autumn trees, ravaged as they are, take 
on the flash of tattered flags kink1ing 
in the gloom of 0001 cathedral oaves 
where gold letters on marble pages de-
scribe death in battle and how bones 
bleach and burn far away in Indian sands • 
32. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 194. 
.' 
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The autumn trees gleam in the yellow 
moonlight, in the light of the harvest 
moons, the light which mellows the 
energy of labour, and smooths the 
stubble, and brings the wave lapping 
blue to the shore. 33 
This feeling of the relative insignificance, even 
actual intrusion, of external movement and action is 
reflected in Virginia Woolf's style in several ways. 
The frequent parentheses, sometimes casual,. often 
whimsical, are used to report some direct action right 
in the midst of a more imaginative, thoughtful section, 
or directly from a character's stream of consciousness. 
Events which to traditional writers would be important 
enough to demand real attention are often merely hinted 
at, and then so included in the text that the very 
casual reader might miss them altogether. Fanny's love 
for Jacob is revealed from Jacob's point of view: "And 
Jacob was afraid of her for a moment - so violent, so 
dangerous is it when young women stand rigid; grasp the 
ba~rier; fall in love. "34 And with no more attention 
paid to poor Fanny's love, the author goes on to speak 
of Hampstead Garden Suburb. Finally there is her extreme 
simplicity and br~vity of statement which generally 
accompanies portrayal of action as contrasted with the 
much more detailed l~rical passages; in these every 
33. Ibid., p. 192. 
34. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 200. 
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effort is made to build up for the reader a specific 
mood or emotion. 
In Virginia Woolf's writing there is practically 
none of the author's reporting to the reader conce:ning 
a character's appearance, personality, and "true self," 
since Virginia Woolf believes that there is no way one 
person can be absolute judge of another. "How then, 
Lily had asked herself, did one know one thing or another 
about people, sealed as they were?,,36 Again, from 
Jacob's Room, "It seems that a profound, impartial, and 
absolutely just opinion of our fellow creatures is 
utterly unknown. p36 As Virginia Woolf expresses this 
thought in words, so she shows it in her characters, for 
the picture that we get of them is a composite one, 
gathered together from varying impressions of others. 
All of her characters are revealed either by their own 
thoughts and emotions or by the way in which they impress 
other people, and the reader seldom ga.ins only a single 
impression of a character. 
In the rather loosely knit Jacob's Room the 
impression is given that the only reason for bringing in 
most of the other characters at all, is that the reader 
can see how they are affected by Jacob. He is seen as 
36. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, ·P. 79. 
36. Woolf, Virginia, Jacob's Room, p. 119. 
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perfect by Fanny Elmer, as sweet but a little young by 
Sandra Wentworth Williams, and as a best friend, though 
romantic and somewhat stupid by Bonamy. Lily Briscoe, 
in To The Lighthouse, expresses the difficulty ot try-
ing to sum up her impression of other characters: 
How then did it work out, all this? 
How did one judge people, think of them? 
How did one add up this and that and 
conclude that it was liking one felt, or 
disliking? And to these words, what 
meaning attached, after all? •• You have 
greatness, she continued, but Mr. Ramsay 
has none of it. He is petty, selfish, 
vain, egotistical; he is spoilt; he is a 
tyrant; he wears Mrs. Ramsay to death; 
but he has what you (she addressed Mr. 
Bankes) have not; a fiery unworldl~ness; 
he knows nothing about trifles; he loves 
dogs and his children ••••• All of this 
danced up and down, like a company of 
gnats, each separate, but all marvellously 
controlled in an invisible elastic net -
danced up and down in Lily's mind. 37 
Yet with every allowance for fluidity, variation 
and change it would be indeed an error to suppose that 
Virginia Woolf's writing moves along on a shadowy, vague 
and even keel, for there is a great deal ot emotional 
intensity in her prose. Her characters know both the 
heights of bliss and the depths of depression and fear; 
oftentimes their feelings are described most minutely 
and vividly, and at other times there is a fervor that 
borders on exaggeration. In the opening pages of To The 
Lighthouse we see James, the six year old son of the 
37. Woolf, Virginia, To The Lighthouse, p. 40-41. 
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Ramsays, cutt~ng out a picture of a refrigerator which 
is "endowed with heavenly bliss. It was fringed with 
jOYi,38 all because of the simple fact that he plans to 
visit the lighthouse the next day. Upon the dampening 
statement from his father that it may not be a fine day, 
"Had there been an axe handy, or a poker, any weapon 
that would have gnashed a hole in his father's breast 
and killed him, there and then, James would have seized 
it. n39 Virginia Woolf explains his intense emotions 
with the statement that 
he belonged, even at the age of six, to 
that great clan which cannot keep this 
feeling separate from that, but must let 
future prospects, with their joys and 
sorrows, cloud. what is actually at hand, 
since to such people even in earliest 
childhood any turn in the wheel of 
sensation has the power to crystallize 
and transfix the moment upon which its 
gloom or radiance rests. 40 
She thus seems to believe that some people are affected 
strongly by words or events which to others would be 
casual and trite, yet she strives to be utterly honest 
in her treatment of emotion. The very simple fact that 
Lady Bruton had invited Richard to lunch without including 
her causes Clarissa to feel "suddenly shrivelled, aged, 
breastless: p4l 
38. Ibid., p. 9. 
39. IDIa., p. 10. 
40. !CIa., p. 9. 
41. Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway, p. 45. 
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"Fear no more," said Clarissa. Fear 
no more the heat 0' the sun; for the shock 
of Lady Bruton asking Richard to lunch 
without her made the moment in which she 
had stood shiver, as a plant on the river-
bed feels the shock of a passing oar and 
shivers: so she rocked: so she shivered. 42 
A definite tonal coloring is given to Virginia 
Woolf's books ~y her device of repetition of word pat-
terns. Like a reiterated theme in a symphony are such 
phrases from Mrs. Dalloway as "fear no more," "alone 
forever," "human nature is upon you," "the death of the 
soul," and "the leaden circles dissolved in the air." 
Virginia Woolf also gives a great deal of cumulative 
detail which adds not only to the poetic effect, but to 
the complete tonal theme of the book. Buoyantly, 
joyously walking along, Clarissa reflects that 
In people's eyes, in the swing, tramp, 
and trudge; in the bellow and the uproar; 
the carriages, motor cars, omnibuses, 
vans, sandwich men shuffling and swinging; 
brass bands; barrel.organs; in the triumph 
and the jingle and the strange high sing-
ing of some aeroplane overhead was what 
she loved; life; London; this moment of June. 43 
The rhythm and the lyrical touch of this passage seem 
more akin to a poem than to a novel. 
On reviewing these various features and facets of 
style it becomes increasingly clear that Virginia Woolf 
42. ~., p. 44. 
43. Ibid., p. 5. 
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was continually striving to acquire the particular 
technique which would best fit her for expressing her 
inner self. In Jacob's Room, the earliest of the 
three books, a growing use of experimentation seems to 
be apparent. While the imaginative passages, the 
viewing of character through the impressions of others 
and the importance of the consciousness rather than the 
external actions are all present, Virginia Woolf had 
not yet worked out the sense of completion and wholeness 
and that smooth flow and more impersonal style which are 
developed in Mrs. Dalloway and To The Lighthouse. 
In Mrs. Dalloway plot and characters are more fully 
developed. Packed into the limits of one day, the story 
is told from the point of view of the various major 
characters, along with the frequent use of reminiscence. 
In many respects Mrs. Dalloway might be considered 
-
Virginia Woolf's best book. I believe that in any event 
it has the most popular appeal. Less .attention is paid 
to the plot in To The Lighthouse, in which a group of 
characters is viewed for one day and. then again, most of 
them, ten years later. With her subtle and imaginative 
insight Virginia Woolf has gone further here in her 
questioning, her pondering on the symbolic relationship 
of her characters to each other and to the larger mysteries 
of lite, death and time. 
• 
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These shifting points of view, the emphasis on 
transition and transienoe, her indireot method of 
oharaoter interpretation, and the lyrioal intensity of 
her prose all seem eminently suited to be a means to 
the end of self-expression and for exhibiting the 
sensitive peroeptions of Virginia Woolf. One leaves 
her subtle, poetio prose and its rather haunting over-
tones, with the growing oonviotion that she has made a 
permanent oontribution tooreative, narrative novel, 
and with a glow of satisfaotory enriohment beoause of 
the style that Virginia Woolf developed and glorified • 
<. 
« 
.' 
CONCLUSION 
As one studies all the published writings of 
Virginia Woolf and reads the available criticism, some 
very definite conclusions emerge that make one loath 
to leave her and the distinct literary excellencies she 
has created. There are certain patterns which stand 
out more definitely and uniquely as one gets behind 
surface impressions and diseovers her motives and de-
lights in her methods. 
What, then, is that design that takes form as we 
seek to weave together all the multi-colored threads 
that enter into the production of Virginia Woolf's 
literary fabric? Pe~haps first of all there is the 
pattern of a novelist who, while conscious of the weak-
nesses of contemporary literature, yet labored diligently 
to portray life itself as she had envisioned it in her 
mind of many moods. 
Virginia Woolf certainly was moody and at times· 
visionary; but to claim that her stories 'are vague and 
her characters unreal is simply to proclaim a hasty or 
superficial study of her novels. It 1s true that she 
- 151 -
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seldom followed any neatly prearranged schemes, either 
in her stories or characters; but Virginia Woolf wrote 
as she did because she was picturing life as she be-
lieved life was. She was never experimentally groping 
in order that haply she might find the expressions and 
reactions of her persons; rather she was continually 
emphasizing the psychology of real human beings as she 
believed they would or did behave in a given situation. 
There is always a haunting fascination about Virginia 
Woolf's portrayals that leaves the reader with the con-
viction that her characters did or should respond as 
she has them doing. 
The general charge, almost universally made, that 
Virginia Woolf's range was limited is not so literally 
true as appears on the surface. Virginia Woolf seems 
purposely to have limited her range in order that she 
might develop intensely what she believed to be the more 
important life issues. There surely was for her the 
problem simply of being alive and facing the difficulties 
and perplexities that inhere in life as such. Then there 
was the necessity of adjusting to other selves as well as 
seeking to harmonize her own inner conflicts. Finally 
also there was the ever present problem of creeping old 
age followed by an inevitable death that ended all 
" 
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existence; for seemingly to Virginia Woolf there was 
never a thought of that immortality which sustains 
other writers even it it does not enrich their writing. 
Her own intelligence and her acquaintance with a rather 
wide group of men and women of like culture - the upper 
middle class - while it would tend to limit her range, 
yet would produce a higher level of excellence than it 
she had extended her considerations to those about whom 
she knew less and for whom she cared little; for Virginia 
Woolf, any psychological problem was infinitely more 
captivating and demanding than were those of a social 
nature. Neither royalty nor the poorer classes seemed 
to enter seriously into her thinking or to color her 
finished product. 
While Virginia Woolf was thoroughly conversant 
with the thought life of her group and the times, yet 
she was never an imitator; she not only created a style 
or presentation but she gave that style a vogue and a 
voice that singles her out, perhaps, from among all the 
novelists of the present century. Steadily, almost 
from her initial efforts, she progressed within her 
self-wrought style, out of an atomic impressionism into 
what she envisioned as essential experience; that is, 
she grew away from the burdens and distraction of multi-
.' 
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tudinous detail, and came to the more satisfying 
because personal level of experimental essence. 
Virginia Woolf's novels are not to be forgotten; 
there is always something indefinably compelling and 
moving about all of her novels. One first reads to 
ascertain what is there, but one rereads for sheer de-
light a.nd because of an almost haunting attraction that 
both her stories and characters give. The problems 
she presents are truly life - her life; they are not 
only her problems but they become the reader's problems. 
The moods and meditations of her characters steal into 
the reveries of the reader long after words and page 
are forgotten; yet certain phrases, many sentences and 
an occasional paragraph sear themselves into the undying 
memory. 
Virginia Woolf's contribution to the repertoire of 
literature is abidingly real, not only in the new tech-
nique she advanced but likewise in the stories them-
selves. What an anti-climax that one so full of vital-
ity and so richly imbued with the zest for life in its 
many areas and phases should at the same time so feel 
the terror and the enigma of her rather small world of 
here and now, that its cruelty, its cold impartiality, 
" 
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and to her its unprincipled vastness could ca.use that 
tragic ending of her life by her own act, and seemingly 
according to any expressed view, the ending of her self. 
. '
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